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WELCOME TO YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME

For reservations: 1-844-4PALARV  (1-844-472-5278) 
Pala RV Resort: 11042 Hwy 76, Pala, CA 92059 
PalaCasino.com      
Located in Northern San Diego County. 
From San Diego County & Riverside County: Take I-15 to HWY 76, go east 5 miles.
From Orange County & Los Angeles County: Take I-5 South to HWY 76, go east 23 miles.
Please Gamble Responsibly. Gambling Hotline 1-800-522-4700

100 Full-Service Sites with Grass Lawns & Picnic Tables
• 77 – 30'x55' Back-In Sites
• 06 – 30'x60' Luxury Sites with Barbecue Grills
• 17 – 30'x70' Pull-Through Sites
• 20-30-50 Amp Power
• Electric, Water and Sewer Hook-Ups
• Free Wi-Fi
• Cable TV
• Restrooms and Showers
• Key Card (for access to pool, laundry and restrooms)
• Security Patrol, 24 Hours
• Propane Fuel Available
• Free Shuttle to Casino

Luxury Resort
• Heated Swimming Pool
• 2 Spas

Indoor Amenities
• Games, Billiard Table, Card Tables
• 3 Flat-Screen TVs
• Laundromat

Outdoor Amenities
• 5 Barbecue Grill Areas
• Table Tennis
• Horseshoe Pit
• Fenced Dog Park

For Additional Charge
• Clubhouse with 2 kitchens
• Laundry – Open 24 Hours
• 3 Pets per RV ($5 per pet – 7-Day Restrictions Apply)
• Early Check-In/Late Check-Out (based on availability)

Come discover fun and excitement, in the shade of the Palomar Mountains. The new Pala Casino RV 
Resort offers comfort, fantastic amenities, and unbelievable views. And it’s just a short shuttle ride to 
the four-diamond luxury of Pala Casino Spa and Resort. 

Pala Casino RV Resort joined the small percentage of resorts to be 
awarded the coveted 10/10*/10 rating from Good-Sam. The top marks 
are in every category including facilities, restrooms and showers and 
visual appearance. 
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RV ers are a curious group of people. I think it’s safe to say that most RV 
enthusiasts enjoy seeing new places — you know, the lust for exploring 

what’s around the next corner. But beyond experiencing new geography, there’s the 
desire to learn about the people who make little-known destinations unique. These 
are the people who will never become top-of-mind newsmakers but have great 
stories to tell and are making a difference in their own way.

To fi nd these people, you have to travel the back roads, and there was no better 
person to do that than Bill Graves, author of America’s Outback, a column that has 
graced the pages of this magazine for 23 years. As we call a close to 2016, Graves is 
hanging up the keyboard after writing his farewell column (see page 74), reminisc-
ing about the start of one of the most popular features in the history of Trailer Life.

The success of America’s Outback was no accident. Graves made an art form of 
fi nding people who touched the lives of others, and he never ran out of material or 
enthusiasm for writing his column. His magnetic personality and ability to sniff out 
stories, combined with his love of RV travel, allowed him to capture the hearts of 
readers. Graves’ monthly contribution will be sorely missed, and as he passes the 
baton, we wish him all the best as he continues to wander America’s Outback.

Two exceptional writers, Lisa Densmore-Ballard and Emily Fagan, will take the 
reins of the back page starting next month, and although exploring North America 
will continue to be the focal point of this new column, the format will change. Ballard 
and Fagan will contribute in alternate months, zeroing in on interesting destinations 
and attractions, but one prominent photograph will embellish each story.

Both of these photojournalists have impressive credentials. Ballard, who calls 
Red Lodge, Montana, home when not on the road, contributes regularly to more 
than 30 publications and is a past president of the Outdoor Writers Association of 
America. Fagan is a full-timer who is well respected in the RV community and con-
tributes articles and photography to a number of publications.

Both Ballard and Fagan travel with husbands who also contribute to this 
magazine and other publications. Together, they are poised to keep this sacred 
column in Trailer Life alive and well for an incredibly engaged readership, many 
freely admitting to turning fi rst to the last page upon receipt of the magazine.

As for Graves, his legacy will be forever sealed. And for that we are grateful. q

— Bob Livingston, publisher
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LETTERS 
DECEMBER YOUR OPINIONS, STORIES AND FEEDBACK

Colorado’s 
Deep, Dark Secret

After reading “Stargazing Across America” in 
September’s Around the Bend, I wanted to chime 
in about Westcliffe, my hometown, a Dark Sky 
Community in Colorado. We invite everyone to visit 
our wee town at the foot of the Sangre de Cristo 
Mountains and enjoy the fabulous nighttime skies. 
Westcliffe even has a Good Sam Park, Grape Creek.
Becky Poisson, Westcliffe, Colorado

The International Dark-Sky Association designated Westcliffe, Colorado, and 
neighboring Silver Cliff an offi cial Dark Sky Community in 2015. For informa-
tion about seeing the nightly light show above the two ranch towns — with 
populations of less than 600 and elevations approaching 8,000 feet — visit the 
Wet Mountain Valley Dark Skies website, www.wetmtndarkskies.org. — Editors

LETTEROF THE MONTH★★★

DECEMBER

Write to: Trailer Life, 
2750 Park View Court, 

Suite 240, Oxnard, California 93036 or 
email info@trailerlife.com. Please include 
your full name and location.

TALK TO US!

Deep, Dark Secret
After reading “Stargazing Across America” in 
September’s Around the Bend, I wanted to chime 
in about Westcliffe, my hometown, a Dark Sky 
Community in Colorado. We invite everyone to visit 
our wee town at the foot of the Sangre de Cristo 
Mountains and enjoy the fabulous nighttime skies. 
Westcliffe even has a Good Sam Park, Grape Creek.
Becky Poisson, Westcliffe, Colorado

The International Dark-Sky Association designated Westcliffe, Colorado, and 

Ford’s Heavy Hitter
Regarding October’s “Light-Heavy-
weight Champ” by Chris Hemer, the 
2017 Ford Super Duty trucks look 
really attractive to me, too. I love the 
new features and capabilities. But 
be careful; the new trucks are con-
siderably larger. Before buying one, 
measure your garage carefully.
Paul Weis, Loveland, Colorado

“Light-Heavyweight Champ” was an 
informative article, but I take exception 
to the comment, “Not that it matters to 
RVers,” in reference to the 2017 Super 
Duty’s front-axle rating. My experience 
is that the front axle of a long truck 
— already near its limit with a diesel 
engine, heavy-duty transmission, 
front-wheel differential, four-door cab, 
people, furry companions and items 
in the cargo box (tools, compressor, 
fi rewood) — is substantially loaded by 
the force of turning and stopping when 
combined with a heavy trailer. 

The fi rst set of tires on our tow 
vehicle lasted only a year. We replaced 
them and started to pay close atten-
tion to the load on the front axle. It’s 
been smooth cruising ever since.
Dave Clark, Mono, Ontario

I read Chris Hemer’s article on the 
new Super Duty with great interest. 
He was a bit disparaging about the 
V-10 engine, which isn’t available in 
the 2017 trucks but comes on Class A 
motorhome chassis. In my experience, 
there are reasons to favor V-10s.

In 2006 I went from a Class A to 
a 14,000-pound fi fth-wheel towed by 
a six-speed-manual F-250 with the 
V-10 engine. According to that year’s 
Trailer Life tow guide, it pulled only 
400 pounds less than the diesel, and it 
sold for about $2,000 less. I bought my 
V-10 based on torque and horsepower 
curves that showed the diesel and 
gas V-8 climbed steeply to their peak 
torques and fell off quickly. The V-10 
peaked around 2,200 RPM, dipped 
slightly, and from there was almost fl at 
for more than 1,000 RPM, which allowed 
the engine to climb even higher on the 

Put on wonderful tires and forget the 
pretty alloy rims.
Jim Wallace, Gun Barrel City, Texas

I Can’t Drive 65
Bob Livingston’s September article, 
“Maxxis ST Tires,” points out an 
important shortfall of most trailer 
tires, namely max speed, in this case, 
65 MPH. Many highways now have 
70- and 80-MPH speed limits. Would 
you restrict your speed crossing a 
350-mile state to 65 MPH when almost 
everyone is running 75? 

My Keystone Montana 29RL 
came with LT tires made by Cooper 
that I replaced due to age. Cooper 
recommended an LT replacement, 
which I bought. Since then, I have put 
more than 21,000 miles on the tires 
with no problems. I routinely weigh 
my trailer and truck, check the air 
pressure and try to limit making tight, 
twisting turns on pavement.
Bill Rasner
Stephenson, Michigan q

horsepower curve before upshifting. 
What makes the difference is 

the number of cylinders — the more 
cylinders, the more power strokes per 
revolution. Maintenance costs for the 
V-10 are about on par with a passenger 
car, except for the additional oil. Then 
there are the benefi ts of no DEF and 
no engine brake. 

In 2011, Ford removed the V-10 
from the regular Super Duty lineup. 
In 2012, I went back to a Class A 
motorhome with the V-10 and have 
yet to have a diesel RV — either a 
motorhome or a truck and trailer — 
match me climbing grades.
Carter M. Brough, Whitney, Texas 

Substance Over Style
Thank you for “Take a Load Off,” Chris 
Dougherty’s October article about 
trailer weights and loading. These 
and other factors leading to tire and 
bearing failure need to be repeated 
more often. I can understand the 
need to keep costs down to remain 
competitive, but we are towing dan-
gerously, and the industry is hurting 
itself. Manufacturers should put more 
money into safety and reliability, 
rather than fancy paint and vinyl art 
that shrinks before the trailer is old. 
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Progressive is America’s #1 specialty RV insurance provider. 
From motor homes to camper vans and travel trailers, we’ve got you covered.

1.800.PROGRESSIVE / PROGRESSIVE.COM

Progressive Casualty Ins. Co. & affi liates. Insurance prices and products are different when purchased directly from Progressive or through independent agents/brokers.  
No. 1 in specialty RV insurance from 2013 Millward Brown national survey data.

Flo doesn't personally
cover your RV, but we do.

Progressive Insurance, Circle 127 on Reader Service Card
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The hitch may be small, but don’t underestimate
its importance. The engineered metal can make
the difference between a comfortable ride and

a nail biter. That’s why B&W developed a line
of hitches based on a single goal: creating

a smooth, worry-free ride.

B&W Trailer Hitches, Circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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Ten miles north in San Simeon is 
Hearst Castle, an estate showcasing 
publishing magnate William Randolph 
Hearst’s impressive art collection. 
The property was once Hearst’s 
private zoo, and exotic animals still 
roam the hillsides. We spotted a 
lone Rocky Mountain elk and half a 
dozen zebras. Another 5 miles north 
is the Piedras Blancas Elephant 
Seal Rookery, where hundreds 
or thousands of elephant seals 
(depending on the season) can be 
seen lounging, jousting and battling 
for breeding rights. 

For year-end visitors, Cambria 
hosts a festival in the style of Ger -
many’s holiday street markets. This 
year’s Christmas Market runs from 
November 25 to December 23 (closed 
November 28 and 29, and December 
5 and 6) with entertainment, music, 
vendors, food and Glühwein, Germany’s 
traditional hot mulled wine. 

Cambria Chamber of Commerce
805-927-3624, www.cambriachamber.com

Two miles north of Cambria, San Simeon 
State Park offers dry camping for RVs up to 
35 feet (no showers; chemical toilets only).
800-444-7275, www.reserveamerica.com

Morro Dunes RV Park, 21 miles south of 
Cambria in Morro Bay, has full hoookups.
805-772-2722, www.morrodunes.com

NEWS | EVENTS | PEOPLE | PLACES | PARKS | RV TRENDS              by Donya Carlson

AROUND
THE BEND

The community of Cambria, es-
tablished 150 years ago, is a small 
seaside town on the central coast of 
California with plenty to do. Charac-
terized by its Monterey pine forest 
(one of only fi ve remaining native 
stands worldwide), one-of-a-kind 
shops and restaurants, and a 1-mile 
boardwalk along Moonstone Beach, 
Cambria is also a popular destina-
tion for wine afi cionados, with nearby 
wineries and tasting rooms in town.

Our visit began in the heart of 
Cambria at Fiscalini Ranch Preserve, 
which protects 437 acres of forest, 
habitat and wildlife on land and sea. 
Visitors can traverse the network of 
trails on their own, but we followed 
docent Stephen Beck through pine 
and coast live oaks. As we emerged 
from the forest, the Pacifi c Ocean 
appeared in front of us, backdropped 
by a clear-blue sky. The footpath 
meandered down to the Bluff Trail, 
from where we watched otters bliss- 
fully fl oating on their backs in the waves. 

Next, we wandered through 
Cambria’s quaint shops with unique 
art, antiques, handmade clothing and 
baked goods. After downing delicious 
warm muffi ns overfl owing with olal-
lieberries while on the go, we headed 
back later to the source, Linn’s 
Restaurant, for a full meal — and 
ordered an olallieberry pie to go. 

A stroll along Moonstone Beach’s 
wooden boardwalk is a must for 
visitors and locals alike. The beach 
is named for the small, white 
trans lucent “rocks” mixed in with 
sand. Inspecting the tidepools, we 
discovered tiny critters moving about.

Visitors can pick up a free points-
of-interest map at the Chamber of 
Commerce, or for $10 the Cambria 
Historical Museum offers a self-
guided walking-tour map of 26 
historic structures. An interesting 
juxtaposition is the tiny jailhouse 
situated next to the original Fresnel 
lens from the Piedras Blancas Light 
Station, located 16 miles north. 

Pines by the Sea

(Far left) Unique boutiques like this 
“wearable art” shop abound in Cambria. 
(Left) Visitors can observe elephant seals 
lounging and jousting at the rookery in Pie-
dras Blancas for free every day of the year.

Cambria, located midway between Los Angeles 
and San Francisco, is an adventurer’s delight

Cambria is part of the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. From the seat of a 
kayak or on the shore, you may spot seals, sea lions, otters, dolphins or even whales.
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New for 2017 in Coachmen’s Chaparral line of eight fi fth-
wheels is the 41-foot 9-inch, fi ve-slide 381RD with a rear-den 
fl oorplan. Coachmen also offers fi ve Chaparral Lite models, 
with 11,000- to 11,500-pound gross vehicle weight ratings 
(GVWR), and two X-Lite versions, each with a 9,900-pound GVWR.

In the 381RD’s den, a leather sofa with theater-seating 
and footrests backs to a buffet-bar countertop. The sofa 
faces a 50-inch HDTV with a fi replace below (both are 
options), fl anked with leather trifold sofas that each sleep 
two. Overhead maple cabinets with glass doors complement 
the elegant furnishings.

The galley is a chef’s delight with a large island offering 
lots of counter space. Within easy reach are an 8-cubic-foot 
double-door refrigerator (larger 12- and 14.7-cubic-foot 
refrigerators are optional), a 22-inch range with a 30-inch 
microwave above it and a large pantry. The galley can ac-
commodate eight diners with four bar stools placed at the 

buffet bar and island counter, plus four chairs at the free-
standing table, which offers a three-sided view through 
the windows.

Three steps lead up to the bedroom, with a memory-
foam mattress on the walk-around queen-size bed (a king 
bed is optional). The bedroom has plenty of wardrobe space, 
and washer/dryer prep in the closet is standard.

The Chaparral’s side walls are made from Azdel 
composite, which is impervious to water, and Coachmen 
claims it has tested the fi fth-wheel’s insulative properties in 
extreme weather from 0 to 110 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Base MSRP for the Chaparral line ranges from $35,288 
to $52,193, with the 381RD starting at $51,823.
Coachmen, 574-825-8330, www.coachmenrv.com

Coachmen Chaparral 

AROUND
THE BEND

wheels is the 41-foot 9-inch, fi ve-slide 381RD with a rear-den 
fl oorplan. Coachmen also offers fi ve Chaparral Lite models, 

buffet bar and island counter, plus four chairs at the free-buffet bar and island counter, plus four chairs at the free-buffet bar and island counter, plus four chairs at the free-

Lance Announces
RV Enhancements  
Lance, a California-based 
manufacturer of truck 
campers, travel trailers 
and toy haulers, announced 
50-plus standard and op - 
tional enhancements to its 
truck camper products. On 
the list are three designer 
decor packages that include 
stainless-steel appliances, 
planked wood-styled vinyl 
fl ooring, new countertop and 
table designs, residential-
style sinks with high-rise 
pullout faucets (in most 
models), Euro-inspired 
cabinet-door and -drawer 
hardware, and new window 
treatments. The 1172 camper 
gets a new jackknife sofa and 
an entertainment center.
www.lancecamper.com

Pechanga Charity 
Golf Tourney  
Southern California’s 
Pechanga Resort, Casino 
and RV Park hosted its 18th 
Charity Golf Classic this 
past summer, donating 
more than $100,000 to four 
local charities. The two-day 
tournament raised money 
for the American Red Cross 
of Riverside, Million Kids, St. 
Jude Children’s Research 
Hospital and the American 
Indian Veterans Memorial. 
More than 300 participants 
received com pli mentary use 
of the Journey at Pechanga 
driving range and free range 
balls. Over the years, the 
event has raised more than 
$1 million for nonprofi ts 
throughout the region.
www.pechanga.com

Happy Campers Calendar  
Just in time for holiday gift-
giving, RV enthusiast Glenda 
Palmer has created the 2017 
Happy Campers calendar and 
is donating $5 from each sale 
to the National Park Service 
(NPS). Palmer and her 
siblings camped frequently 
when they were growing up, 
and they still do. Her sister 
owns a 1957 Field & Stream 
trailer and, that, combined 
with the NPS centennial, 
gave Palmer the idea to paint 
vintage camping trailers 
in 13 national parks — one 
for each month, plus one 
for the cover. The colorful 
8½x11-inch wall calendar 
sells for $30.45, including 
shipping and handling.
www.happycampers
calendar.com

Winnebago Acquires 
Grand Design  
Winnebago Industries, manu-
facturer of motorhomes, 
travel trailers and fi fth-
wheels, entered into an 
agreement to acquire Grand 
Design Recreational Vehicle 
Company, manufacturer 
of towable recreational 
vehicles, for approximately 
$395 million in cash and $105 
million in shares. Fast-grow-
ing Grand Design generated 
$428 million in revenue in the 
past year, and was founded 
in 2012 by Don Clark, Ron 
Fenech and Bill Fenech, 
a management team with 
more than 80 years combined 
leadership experience in the 
RV industry.
www.granddesignrv.com
www.winnebagoind.com

TRUCK CAMPERS FUNDRAISER VINTAGE TRAILERS INDUSTRY NEWS  

NEWSWIRE
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Step into a storybook this holiday 
season and enjoy festive lights, music 
and celebrations at various camp-
grounds around the country. Here are a 
few RV parks that pull out all the stops 
to guarantee that kids and adults alike 
have a merry time.

From Thanksgiving night through 
December 26, the entire River Country 
Campground in Gadsden, Alabama, is 
decorated, and music plays from the 
park’s on-site radio station. RVers are 
welcome to bedeck their sites, and 
non-campers can drive through for $3 
(adults) or $2 (children ages 2 to 12). 
256-543-7111
www.rivercountrycampground.com

Lake Rudolph Campground and 
RV Resort in Santa Claus, Indiana, 
hosts a 1.2-mile-long drive-through 
featuring music, three light tunnels 
and dozens of storyboards that tell the 

story of Rudolph and how he learned 
to fl y. Admission is $15 per vehicle, 
with $4-off coupons available at select 
McDonald’s restaurants. Each vehicle 
gets a free photo with Rudolph.
888-929-7010
www.santaclauslandofl ights.com

Jellystone Park Resort in Eureka, 
Missouri, has a drive-through display 
that is open to the public for $20 per 
carload. Staged from November 18 
through January 8, from 5:30 to 10:30 
p.m., the festive holiday event features 
millions of lights, animated scenes and 
special effects.
www.santasmagicalkingdom.com

Jellystone Camp-Resort of Nashville, 
Tennessee, hosts the Dancing Lights 
of Christmas, November 4 through 
January 1, with Santa’s Village and 
LED lights that dance to Christmas 
tunes broadcast through vehicle radios. 

Optional fi re-truck rides allow visitors
a unique view of the lights.
www.thedancinglightsofchristmas.com

Holiday visitors can drive more 
than a mile through the Christmas 
Carnival of Lights at Jellystone Park 
Camp-Resort in Caledonia, Wisconsin. 
Handcrafted displays feature elves, 
reindeer, Santa and other beloved 
characters among more than 1 million 
twinkling lights. The event runs from 
November 28 through December 31, 
except Christmas day, and Santa visits 
on the nights of December 21, 23 and 
24. Admission is $15 per car.
www.wichristmascarnival.com q

Optional fi re-truck rides allow visitors
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Indiana’s Lake Rudolph Campground
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po 75 YEARS OF TRAILER LIFE 
by Valerie Law

Trailers and Tinsel
Wrapping up our 75th anniversary with season’s greetings

As 2016 draws to a close, we’re topping off our yearlong tribute to Trailer 
Life’s 75th anniversary with a look at December covers through the 
decades. With holiday themes and retro mastheads, these covers are 

refl ections of their times, starting with the post-World War II 1945 edition. In 
that issue, Editor Harry Hammond Beall wrote that it was “the fi rst Yuletide in 
four long years that we could really observe with a feeling of ease.” Beall went 
on to extend the magazine’s best wishes to loyal readers, advertisers and the 
“trailer coach” industry,  a sentiment we echo today. Happy holidays from Trailer 
Life, and here’s to another 75 memorable years on the road to adventure. q

popo 75 YEARS OF TRAILER LIFE 
by Valerie Lawby Valerie Law

Trailers and Tinsels and Tinsel
Wrapping up our 75th anniversary with season’s greetingsWrapping up our 75th anniversary with season’s greetings

As 2016 draws to a close, we’re topping off our yearlong tribute to Trailer 
Life’s 75th anniversary with a look at December covers through the 
decades. With holiday themes and retro mastheads, these covers are 

refl ections of their times, starting with the post-World War II 1945 edition. In 
that issue, Editor Harry Hammond Beall wrote that it was “the fi rst Yuletide in 
four long years that we could really observe with a feeling of ease.” Beall went 
on to extend the magazine’s best wishes to loyal readers, advertisers and the 
“trailer coach” industry,  a sentiment we echo today. Happy holidays from Trailer 
Life, and here’s to another 75 memorable years on the road to adventure. q

Holiday Cheer for 75 Years
December issues, from cover to cover (above, from 
left): St. Nick skis into an RV park in 1945, long before the term 
“RV” was coined; wreaths spruce up travel trailer windows in the boom 
years of 1950 and 1952; and Santa fuels up a two-door coupe to tow the 21-foot Ideal in 
1959. (Left) True to the times, Santa’s helper decks the halls in a fur-trimmed minidress 
on the December 1968 cover. (Below, from left) A Monaco motorhome delivers the 
goods in 1979; Santa puts the fi nishing touches on a toy trailer and tow vehicle in 1984; 
and as the 20th century nears its end, the December 1998 issue recommends cutting-
edge “Gifts to Go” that include the “amazing” PalmPilot personal digital assistant and 
an Olympus camera that stores a dozen high-resolution photos on its data card.
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RV RESOLUTIONS
TRAILER LIFE TO THE RESCUE

RV Resolutions is a forum for the settlement of confl icts 
between consumers and RV dealers and manufacturers, accessory suppliers 
and service providers. After exhausting all other resources without success, 
please send a typed letter to Trailer Life RV Resolutions, 2750 Park View Court, 
Suite 240, Oxnard, California 93036. Include copies of appropriate bills and 
correspondence as well as a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

NEED HELP? »

Five-Year Title Fight
After struggling with a dealership 
to obtain the title to his RV, an Iowa 
reader eventually gave up — until 
years later when he wanted to 
transfer the title to a new owner:

More than fi ve years ago, I pur - 
chased a camper from U.S. Adventure 
RV in Davenport, Iowa, and was told 
that the title would be mailed in a 
couple of weeks. A month later, 
when the title had not come, I called 
and was told it would arrive shortly. 
Another month later, I called again 
and was told the same thing. Months 
passed, and I forgot about the title.

Seven weeks ago I decided to sell 
the camper, and my quest for the title 
resumed. I called the dealership and 
talked to the “title lady,” who assured 
me that she would investigate and call 
me that afternoon. Three weeks went 
by with no call, so I called again. This 
time she said she would investigate 
and call me the next day. Two more 

weeks went by with no call. 
I then traveled to the dealership 

and asked to see the manager or the 
owner. The manager was out, and 
the owner did not want to talk to me. 
Instead, the title lady met with me, 
and after blaming the situation on 
others, she went to the owner’s offi ce. 
When she returned, she said the title 
would be sent directly to me within 
fi ve days. Nineteen days have now 
passed, and still no title. 
Tom Parrott, Fruitland, Iowa

RV Resolutions did not hear back from 
U.S. Adventure RV after reaching out 
to the dealership, but we did receive 
the following report from Tom Parrott:

The good news is that I fi nally 
received the title I waited more than 
fi ve years to obtain. I then contacted 
the four parties who made offers 
to purchase the camper. Of course, 
without a title I had been unable to 
accept them. Three of the parties had 
purchased other campers, and the 
fourth was no longer interested.

I then became acquainted with 
a young family with few resources 
who loves the outdoors, and I decided 
to deed the camper to them at no 
cost. They were ecstatic. Because of 
the poor business practices of U.S. 
Adventure RV, a struggling family is 
now experiencing a more joyful future.
T.P. q

The Waiting Game
The owner of a fi fth-wheel trailer came to RV Resolutions 
for help after he spent months pursuing reimbursement 
for a warranty claim with no success:

On August 3, 2015, we stayed the night at Rockwell RV 
Park in Oklahoma City and did not unhook our fi fth-wheel 
but did drop the front jacks. The next morning the left front 
jack would not retract. A mobile-service company charged 
$85 to provide a temporary fi x so we could get home. 

The fi fth-wheel is a 2014 Forest River Palomino 
Columbus purchased new from Camping World of 
Lubbock, Texas, on August 30, 2014, with a one-year 
warranty. I fi led a claim with Forest River and was told that 
I was not the fi rst owner of the RV and therefore was not 
eligible for reimbursement. This is when I was put on a 
three-month email merry-go-round to confi rm that I was 
indeed the original owner.

In the meantime, on August 10, I took the fi fth-wheel to 
Camping World of Lubbock for repair of the failed jack. The 
RV was there through October 20, waiting for parts to be 
delivered and repairs made. After returning home, I found 
that the front bedroom slideout would not extend. I made 
another appointment at Camping World and returned to 

Lubbock on December 16. 
The service depart ment 

found that a blown circuit breaker was keeping the slideout 
from working. That circuit breaker is located immediately 
behind the faulty jack, and I have to wonder if it was just a 
coincidence that the circuit breaker went out at the same 
time that the jack was repaired. 

I was charged $100.27 for the fi x, but since the warranty 
had expired while the RV was sitting at Camping World, 
I requested reimbursement. It is now June 13, 2016, and 
I still haven’t been reimbursed. 
Douglas Stoddard, Clovis, New Mexico

RV Resolutions got in touch with Forest River and Camping 
World of Lubbock on Douglas Stoddard’s behalf. A month 
later, Stoddard sent a follow-up note:

I want to thank all at RV Resolutions for working on 
this problem. I received a check from Forest River for the 
$100.27 I had to pay for fi xing the slideout. Additionally, 
Camping World offered a $100 gift card for the inconve-
nience caused by the incorrect warranty registration. 
D.S.
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We’ve got youCovered!

Quality   •    Value Performance   •    Style

Tell your dealer to “Make it Carefree!”

Premium Fabrics

Powered Awnings

LED Lighting

Replacement CanopiesFLXguard

Manual Awnings

SunBlockersAwning Rooms

See our complete lineup at www.CarefreeOfColorado.com

Charcoal Chocolate  Indigo

Slideout Awnings

Carefree of Colorado, Circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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SEASON’S GREETINGS FROM GOOD SAM As the Good Sam Club wraps up its yearlong 50th-
anniversary celebration, we’d like to extend a warm holiday greeting to members and say thank you for your years of loyalty 
and patronage. We wish you all the best in 2017 and look forward to another 50 years of happy camping.

GOOD SAM CLUB  |  800-234-3450  |  WWW.GOODSAM.COM  |  CLUB@GOODSAM.COM

RV enthusiasts will roll into Phoenix 
International Raceway, February 23 
through 26, 2017, for the Good Sam 
RV Super Show, a fi rst-of-its-kind 
event that organizers hope to expand 
from Arizona to other regions of the 
country. Beyond shopping for RVs and 
RV gear, Good Sam members get the 
added benefi ts of mingling with fellow 
members and saving on overnight 
parking and day passes.

The slate of activities and sense of 
community elevate the Phoenix event 
above other RV shows. Young families 
will particularly appreciate the lineup 
of kids’ activities, from carnival rides 
to a scavenger hunt. Adding to the fun, 
live music from the RealTones and 
Swing Tips and Saturday’s fi reworks 
show will bring members and other 
show-goers together. 

Of course, RV dealers will be on 
hand to give tours of new and used 
motorhomes, travel trailers and fi fth-
wheels, and merchandise displays will 
showcase the latest RV equipment, 
outdoor gear and camping supplies. 

For information about 
member discounts and 
to reserve a parking spot, 
call 866-838-5299 or visit 
www.goodsamrvshow.com.

NEW GUIDE FOR 
THE NEW YEAR
Don’t hit the road without Good Sam’s 
2017 RV park and campground directory

Good Sam members can save big with the latest edition of 
the Good Sam RV Travel & Savings Guide. Members pay just 
$6.95 for the 2017 directory of RV parks and campgrounds 
— more than 60 percent off the $19.95 non-member price. 
Topping that off, the impressively thick publication comes packed with $1,000 worth 
of money-saving coupons redeemable at Camping World SuperCenters.

The annually updated guide provides information on nearly 12,500 North 
American RV parks and public campgrounds, including the 2,100-plus Good Sam 
Parks that offer members the 10 percent nightly discount. For 2017, campground 
listings include Wi-Fi-at-site availability and expanded hookup and amperage 
information. Good Sam’s exclusive RV park ratings and articles on everything 

from family-camping vacations 
to snowbird destinations help 
RVers decide where to stay, and 
state and provincial maps help 
them get there. 

The 2017 Good Sam RV Travel 
& Savings Guide will be on sale at 
Camping World SuperCenters in 
early December. Orders placed on 
the Camping World website will 
start shipping in early December 
(shipping and handling fees apply 
to online orders).
www.campingworld.com/2017guide

ONLINE COUPONS: For the holidays and year-round, Good Sam members can 
save hundreds of dollars on RV supplies and outdoor gear at Camping World with 
members-only retail coupons on the Good Sam Club website. These exclusive 
online coupons are updated every quarter, so check often to fi nd the latest offers 
at www.goodsam.com/coupons.
 
LP-GAS DISCOUNTS: Good Sam members can save 25 percent off the regular 
retail price on up to 40 gallons of liquid-propane gas every Tuesday and Wednesday 
at Camping World SuperCenters. LP-gas is available at most Camping World 
locations throughout the United States. To fi nd participating stores near you, 
go to www.campingworld.com/stores.

HOLIDAY SAVINGS: Be on the lookout for the latest Camping World sales fl yer 
featuring huge savings on RV accessories and supplies at the Big Year-End Sale.

Good Sam gears up for 
a new event in Arizona’s 
Valley of the Sun

February 
in Phoenix

Step into a new 
RV in Phoenix.

Florida’s Bay Bayou RV Resort is one of more 
than 2,100 Good Sam Parks highlighted in the 
latest Good Sam RV Travel & Savings Guide.

Valley of the Sun

MORE WAYS TO SAVE AT CAMPING WORLD
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Protect your 6.7L FORD diesel fuel system
from costly repairs NOT covered by OE warranty.

Our system includes 2 micron filtration and doesn’t
require any cutting of the factory fuel lines!

1990-2010 vehiclesfor
FORD TRANSMISSIONS

•  D I E S E L S I T E  T o r q u e  C o n v e r t e r s
•  D I E S E L S I T E  E x t e r n a l  F i l t r a t i o n
•  M a g - H y t e c  D e e p  P a n s
•  B i l l e t  S h a f t s  a n d  I n t e r n a l s
•  T r u - C o o l  T r a n s m i s s i o n  C o o l e r s
•  F u l l y  B u i l t  “ H E R C U L E S ”  M o d e l
•  G a s  a n d  D i e s e l  M o d e l s•  G a s  a n d  D i e s e l  M o d e l s

ENGINEERED TO LAST.ENGINEERED TO LAST.ENGINEERED TO LAST.ENGINEERED TO LAST.ENGINEERED TO LAST.

2003-2010 Ford 5R110

1998-2003 Ford 4R100
1990-1997 Ford E4OD

.com

CALL US: 888-414-3457
DieselSite, Circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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Backcountry B&B
Northwood’s Arctic Fox 990 puts a fully self-contained base camp in the bed  of a 4x4 dually truck 

(Above) The Arctic Fox 990 truck camper 
thrives on the less-traveled eastern side 
of Oregon’s Wallowa Mountains. (Right to 
far right) Doubling as a bed, the dinette 
allows plenty of space to enjoy home-
cooked meals and the view. The galley 
is nicely appointed with a three-burner 
gas range and ample counter space. An 
arched ceiling is new for 2017, increasing 
interior headroom by 4 inches and making 
the cabover sleeping area more spacious.
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Backcountry B&B
Northwood’s Arctic Fox 990 puts a fully self-contained base camp in the bed  of a 4x4 dually truck 

article and photos by Bruce W. Smith

T
hree fat trout sizzle in the 
frying pan in front of me, as 
I survey the mountain lake 
where I’d caught them just an 

hour earlier. A few feet away, my wife 
puts the fi nishing touches on a nice 
garden salad at the dining table, with 
its window providing an idyllic view 
of another alpine lake a few hundred 
yards from where we are camped and 
the snowcapped mountains beyond. 
There’s not another person or vehicle 
within a dozen miles. This is an outdoor 
adventurer’s heaven.

What makes our evening dinner 
even more special is the accommo-
dations. Our backcountry bed-and-
breakfast has been a 2017 Arctic Fox 
990 truck camper tucked in the bed of 
a Chevrolet Silverado 3500 crew cab 
4x4 dually, an ideal combo for anyone 
who loves to take roads less traveled 
and camp in places frequented by few 
other RVers.

Arctic Fox is Northwood’s premier 
truck-camper line, and the 990 is de-
signed for maximum comfort. Its sig-
nature feature is the curbside slideout 
where the dinette resides, which really 
opens up the galley and dining area. 
The slideout, which has an exterior 
storage compartment underneath, 
can be operated by the conventional 
control located at the bottom of the 
entryway, or like we did, by using the 
wireless remote control that also oper-
ates the 2,500-pound-capacity Rieco-
Titan electric jacks and roll-up electric 
rear awning, both included with the 
Fox Value Package.

We’d picked up the test unit at 
Northwood Manufacturing’s head-

quarters in La Grande, Oregon, and 
struck out from there to explore the 
Hells Canyon Scenic Byway, a 218-
mile road trip that circles the Wallowa 
Mountains, also known as the Alps of 
Oregon. The paved route affords spec-
tacular views of the Snake River, and 
a multitude of gravel roads reach deep 
into the Eagle Cap Wilderness and 
Wallowa-Whitman National Forest of 
northeastern Oregon.

There’s no better home-on-wheels 
when the pavement ends and the 
gravel roads begin than a properly 
equipped 4x4 pickup and a fi rst-class 
camper like the upgraded Arctic Fox 
990. This kind of setup gives adven-
turesome RVers the freedom to travel 
and fully enjoy special areas of the 
country like the Wallowas. One feature 
we appreciated from the fi rst moment 
we moved our gear into the 990 was 
the Fox Landing, a fl ip-down back-
porch-and-step system that makes 
getting in and out as easy as walking 
up steps into a house. Of all the options 
for a camper going on a 4x4 dually, this 
would be at the top of my list.

During our fi rst night on the road, 
we camped at Wallowa Lake State 
Park, along with hundreds of other 
RVers and tent campers. It was there 
that we really appreciated the 41⁄2-inch-
thick high-density foam in the roof, the 
21⁄2-inch-thick foam in the walls, the 
residential fi berglass insulation in the 
walls and fl oor, and the optional dual-
pane windows, all of which helped keep 
the noise from the surroundings out, 
as well as allowing the optional 11,000-
Btu air conditioner to keep the camper 
quite comfortable on a 100-degree day.
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A skylight power vent and LED ceil-
ing and reading lights enhance the airi-
ness inside the camper. Multiple USB 
charging ports and 120-volt AC outlets 
situated on both sides of the bed are 
new additions, so those who need to 
power laptops, smartphones, tablets 

(Above, from left) Frequently used kitchen items can be stored in the pull-out pantry’s 
convenient wire-rack organizer. The 6-cubic-foot refrigerator easily handled groceries for 
our trip, but extended stays might require creative loading.

A few days later, the insulation 
inside the laminated, multilayer walls 
proved its worth when temperatures 
at a rustic campsite unexpectedly 
dropped into the 30s. No worries, as 
the 20,000-Btu furnace had to kick on 
only a few times to maintain a comfort-
able temperature. With its thick walls, 
substantial insulation, heated holding 
tanks and other cold-weather compo-
nents, the welded-aluminum-frame 
990 is a true four-season camper.

While many truck campers create 
a sense of claustrophobia in the 
sleeping area, the 990 is bright and 
spacious, thanks to the 2017 model’s 
arched roof, which increases head-
room in the middle of the camper by 
more than 4 inches over the previous 
edition. That added headroom really 
helps when you’re in the 58-by-80-inch 
queen bed above the cab and trying to 
get clothes organized or just tidying up. 
The ceiling height is also evident when 
standing in the galley, where even a 
6-foot 6-inch chef will feel comfortable.

TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH.
LITERALLY.

TAKE A TRIP

ST RADIAL M8008 TRAILER TIRE

1-800-4-MAXXIS

Tire Sizes - Ply Rating
ST175  80R13 - 6PR
ST185  80R13 - 6PR
ST205  75R14 - 4PR
ST205  75R14 - 6PR
ST215  75R14 - 6PR

ST205  75R15 - 6PR
ST205  75R15 - 8PR
ST225  75R15 - 8PR
ST225  75R15 - 10PR
ST235  80R16 - 10PR*

ST RADIAL M8008 TRAILER TIRE

*3 ply sidewall construction

MAXX307207 TrailerLife-TrailerTire(Ad)-Final.indd   1 5/21/15   3:28 PM

and CPAP devices can do so with 
ease. The 990 comes with half a dozen 
speakers and a Kenwood AM/FM/CD 
player with Bluetooth for dual-phone 
connection and wireless music brows-
ing. A 19-inch LED TV in the cabover 
area and a DVD player are optional.

Maxxis International, Circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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The galley is outfi tted to handle whatever the designated 
chef wants to serve, whether grabbing a quick breakfast, 
making a light lunch or taking the time to prepare a nice 
dinner. The test fl oorplan, fi nished in the Early Autumn in-
terior theme, had the typical trio of overhead cabinets with 
hardwood doors above the galley to hold bulky items and 
a pair of slide-out drawers below the countertop that sur-
rounds the double sink.

The stainless-steel High Pointe 22-inch microwave and 
Wedgewood Vision three-burner high-output range are easy 
to operate and powerful enough to get cooking done at all 
levels. The range hood above the gas stove works well, its 
strong fan fi lling the air outside the camper with the aroma 
of fried fi sh. Just to the left of the gas range is a vertical 
pull-out pantry with a wire-rack organizer that we found re-
ally handy, as it holds an assortment of kitchen essentials 
like spices, fl our, cereal, sandwich bags and aluminum foil.

Two steps away, on the curbside, the 6-cubic-foot two-
way refrigerator-freezer runs off the dual 7-gallon LP-gas 
cylinders, 30-amp campground power or the optional 
2.5-kilowatt Onan generator (generator, solar and satellite 
prep are standard).

Speaking of meals, the 990’s dinette seats four comfort-
ably, and with just the two of us, it was like eating at a diner 
— without the waitress or crowd. We had a spectacular view 
out the window at every meal. If we had needed to accom-

NORTHWOOD ARCTIC  FOX 990

modate an overnight guest, the table has a quick-release 
that drops the top to seat level to transform it into a bed. 

When it comes time to freshen up, the wet bath is bright 
and effi cient. The sink is molded in, the medicine cabinet 
accommodates toiletries and the foot-pedal toilet operates 
quietly. A skylight lightens the already white interior. The 
6-gallon gas/electric quick-recovery water heater makes 
bathing on cold mornings a treat.

Even with the aluminum-frame structure, the Arctic 
Fox 990 is not a lightweight camper and is not suitable for 

WET 
BATH

DINETTE

RANGEPANTRY

OPTIONAL BUNK REFRIGERATOR

WARDROBES

WARDROBES

58"x80" 
QUEEN BED

TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH.
LITERALLY.
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ST RADIAL M8008 TRAILER TIRE

1-800-4-MAXXIS

Tire Sizes - Ply Rating
ST175  80R13 - 6PR
ST185  80R13 - 6PR
ST205  75R14 - 4PR
ST205  75R14 - 6PR
ST215  75R14 - 6PR

ST205  75R15 - 6PR
ST205  75R15 - 8PR
ST225  75R15 - 8PR
ST225  75R15 - 10PR
ST235  80R16 - 10PR*
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single-rear-wheel pickups. The base 
model weighs a little more than 3,000 
pounds “dry,” but the test unit came 
close to 4,500 pounds with its 59-gallon 
water tank fi lled, 14 gallons of LP-gas, 
and the optional rear steps, generator, 
air conditioner, deep-cycle batteries, 
dual-pane windows and hook-on step 
that eases access to the cabover area 
and doubles as a seat. Add two passen-
gers, fuel, food and gear, and the total 
combination weight approached the 
Silverado’s 13,000-pound gross vehicle 
weight rating.

Driving 400 miles up and down 
a wide variety of roads and terrain dur-
ing our Hells Canyon Scenic Byway 
tour, the one-ton dually proved the 
ideal truck for carrying the fully op-
tioned 990. The only addition I’d install 
on the truck would be heavier-duty 

sway bars to better offset the load’s 
high center of gravity.

After using Northwood’s Arctic Fox 
990 as our backcountry base camp, I 

(Above, from left) The standard sound system links to a smartphone or other device via a USB 
cable or wireless Bluetooth connection. A 5-foot storage drawer extends under the fl oor and 
can hold fi shing rods or other long items.

can safely say it’s a sweetheart setup 
for couples that enjoy exploring off-
the-grid locations and don’t like limits 
on where they can go camping. q
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      Secret Slice of

Oregon
2017 NORTHWOOD ARCTIC FOX 990

Box Length 10'

Exterior Width 8' 1"

Exterior Height (with A/C) 9' 4" 

Interior Width 7' 8"

Interior Height 6' 7"

Cabover Height 3'

Freshwater Cap. 59 gal.

Black-/Gray-Water Cap. 43 / 39 gal.

LP-Gas Cap. 14 gal.

Water-Heater Cap. 6 gal.

Refrigerator 6 cu. ft.

Furnace 20,000-Btu

Air Conditioner 11,000-Btu

Batteries (2) 12-volt

Generator 2.5-kW

Weight (freshwater, water heater, 
LP-gas full; no cargo) 4,392 lbs.

Base MSRP $27,618

As-Tested MSRP $40,686

Basic Warranty 1 year

Northwood Manufacturing
www.northwoodmfg.com/
truck-campers/arctic-fox-camper
Circle 136 on Reader Service Card

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

article and photos by Bruce W. Smith

The optional Fox Landing step system 
eases entry and exit, and makes a handy 

porch for leaving dirty shoes outside. 
When it rains, the electric awning keeps 

the porch — and shoes — dry.

The Hells Canyon Scenic Byway is a nature lover’s 
back door to grand vistas and outdoor adventures

Abald eagle swoops down 
from its perch high atop a 
tall, slender pine at the lake’s 

edge and gracefully plucks a fat trout 
from the clear water — breakfast on 
the fl y. The morning sun bathes the 
beautiful raptor and its catch, while 
the glass-smooth surface of the lake 
a hundred yards from where I am 
standing refl ects the snowcapped 
Wallowa Mountains to my west. 

I keep working my way down the 
fast-fl owing stream that feeds into 
the eagle’s fi shing ground, hoping 
I’m just as profi cient as my white-
headed friend. The air is as pure as 
the snow on the mountain peaks 
with a hint of pine and fi r. The only 
sound is the rushing of the creek 
fl owing over countless rocks on its 
downward path to the lake. 

An hour later, my wife and I are 
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Where to Stay on
the Scenic Byway
The Wallowa-Whitman National Forest has 
a wide range of campgrounds, including some 
with full-hookup campsites for larger RVs. 
Traveling with a truck camper, we opted for 
three rustic campgrounds — Fish Lake, Indian 
Crossing and Twin Lakes — that were acces-
sible from the Wallowa Mountain Loop and 
didn’t require reservations. Although these 
campgrounds don’t have RV hookups or much 
in the way of amenities, fi shing, hiking and the 
scenic surroundings are world-class. 
541-523-6391
www.fs.usda.gov/wallowa-whitman

RV parks and public campgrounds accommo-
date RVers along much of the byway, including 
a couple of Baker City Good Sam Parks that 
supply full hookups and all the amenities:

Mountain View RV Park
541-523-4824, www.mtviewrv.com 

Oregon Trails West RV Park
541-523-3236, www.goodsamcamping.com

What to Know If You Go
Hells Canyon Scenic Byway is paved and open 
to all vehicles. However, it’s prudent to call 
the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest offi ce 
in Baker City (541-523-6391) or Joseph (541-
426-5546) for the latest road and campground 
information. For those traveling with trailers 
longer than 24 feet, we recommend unhitching 
and taking day trips in the tow vehicle, particu-
larly when exploring secondary Forest Service 
roads such as FR 315 to Hat Point Overlook.

Before heading into the area, obtain 
a Northwest Forest Pass (800-270-7504, 
www.fs.usda.gov/main/wallowa-whitman/
passes-permits), which allows the pass-holder 
and accompanying passengers use of Forest 
Service facilities. Some campsites require an 
additional fee of $5 to $8 per night.  

For More Information
Travel Oregon
800-547-7842, www.traveloregon.com

Wallowa County Chamber of Commerce
800-585-4121, www.wallowacountychamber.com

sitting outside our truck camper enjoying fresh trout for breakfast 
while watching a trio of mule deer easing their way around a rocky 
outcrop not far from where the eagle is again perched, waiting 
and watching. 

That was our fi rst morning’s welcome at a remote dry camp 
in the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest on the edge of the Eagle 
Cap Wilderness in northeastern Oregon. Avoiding crowded camp-
grounds, we had opted to tour the 218-mile-long, horseshoe-shaped 
Hells Canyon Scenic Byway (HCSB) that skirts the eastern side of 
the Wallowas and the western side of the Snake River. 

Think of the route as the letter “D,” where the HCSB is the curve 
of the “D,” and the straight side is Interstate 84, with La Grande at 

(Below and opposite page, bottom) Hat Point Road leads 20-plus miles from the 
community of Imnaha to the best view of the Snake River’s famed Hells Canyon.

Secret Slice of

Oregon
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Move any trailer with our compact, 
powerful, battery-powered trailer dolly.

Won’t tip, tilt or pivot with 
Stablelock technology Smart trailer 

brakes option

Ability to freewheel

Simple forward & reverse 
thumb control rocker

Parkit360º

Model shown (Force) supports: Tag-Along and Pintle 
Transformer supports: Gooseneck, 5th Wheel, Tag-Along and Pintle

www.parkit360.com 
1-888-926-5517

the top end and Baker City on the bot-
tom. RVers rolling along I-84 see the 
majesty of the Wallowa Mountains to 
the east, but few know the secret out-
door playground that lies on the other 
side of Oregon’s Alps.

Driving the length of the HCSB 
can be done is less than six hours, but 
doing so robs travelers of the scenic 
countryside the Wallowa band of the 
Lower Nez Perce Indians and their 
leader, Chief Joseph, once called 
home. To really enjoy this unique area, 
set aside at least four or five days,  
if not a week. 

The best time of year to enjoy  
the scenic byway is mid-June through 
late September. That’s because the 
southern portion, specifically the  

(Above, from left) Spotting a dusky grouse 
near Fish Lake brightened what was an  
already memorable day on the Wallowa 
Mountain Loop. The lower of the Twin Lakes 
lures anglers with excellent trout fishing.
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We Fuel Your Adventures.™

IN-BED AUXILIARY 
FUEL TANKS

TOOLBOX AND  
REFUELING TANK 

COMBOS

LARGER REPLACEMENT FUEL TANKS

Long distances, harsh elements, and fluctuating 
fuel prices are just some of the challenges you 
and your truck face. Be ready with a range-
maximizing fuel tank system from Transfer Flow.

When your truck can tow a 22,000 lb. trailer 
across the country without breaking a sweat, 
don’t compromise the performance or quality 
of your fuel system with a lightweight plastic 
container. Transfer Flow fuel tanks are made 
from high quality American-made aluminized 
steel and aluminum diamond plate.

To find the fuel tank that best fits your needs, 
call or visit our website at transferflow.com.  
Spend less time at the fuel pump, and 
more time on the road!

TRANSFER FLOW 
FUEL TANKS

MORE FUEL.
MORE FREEDOM.

1-800-826-5776
www.TransferFlow.com       

We Fuel Your Adventures.™

Wallowa Mountain Loop (Forest Serv-
ice Road 39) that links State Route 
82 with Route 86, is covered in snow 
much of the year. Open from mid-
June through early October, weather 
permitting, the route offers unspoiled 
views of the Wallowa-Whitman Na-
tional Forest, easy access to hiking, 
fi shing and camping opportunities, 
and a measure of solitude that is rare 
in this day and age.

Side trips, such as the drive to Hat 

Point Overlook, can extend the total 
driving distance close to 400 miles. 
To witness Hat Point’s breathtaking 
view into Hells Canyon, instead of 
going south on the Wallowa Mountain 
Loop, travel north on Route 350 to the 
little town of Imnaha. From there, a 
pair of Forest Service roads, 2640 and 
315, lead to the impressive overlook, 
but the last couple of miles are gravel 
and steep, and are not advisable for 
vehicles towing trailers.

Taking a few days, or a week, 
to explore the Hells Canyon Scenic 
Byway will be one of those rewarding 
road trips that you’ll want to share 
with others yet at the same time keep 
a secret. q

Expect a fresh catch for dinner when fi shing 
the lakes, streams and rivers that ripple and 
fl ow along the Wallowa Mountain Loop.

Secret Slice of

Oregon
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Think Small to
Catch Your Limit
Many trout anglers fi shing the high 
country that the Hells Canyon Scenic 
Byway weaves through get fl ustered 
when it comes to what gear to take 
along. The reality is, it’s best to keep 
it simple and think small, if you want 
to be successful. An ultralight four-
piece pack rod, a matching spinning 
reel loaded with clear 6-pound-test 
monofi lament and the right lures 
are all you need.

High-country trout are voracious 
feeders. Present them with a lure 
that replicates what they normally 
prey upon, and the chances of put-
ting fi sh on the galley table are 
excellent. My go-to lure is a slowly 
retrieved 2-inch Rapala Rainbow 
Trout in the fl oating or sinking 
model. Another excellent lure is 
a 1⁄4-ounce red-and-white Mepps 
Aglia spinner, with or without a 
hair hackle. Change up the retrieve 
speeds to fi nd the most effective 
pace. I keep several on hand, along 
with a Mepps Trouter Kit.
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GREAT
COVERAGE
For Every Mile of your Journey
When the road opens up and you’ve got nothing but adventure on your 
mind, you’ll have one less thing to worry about with us on your side.

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. GEICO is a registered service mark of Government 
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article by John L. Stein

When the new millennium roared in, bigger was most 
defi nitely better. The full-size SUV and pickup rage 
was on, fi nancing was no-money-down, and equity 

lines on fast-appreciating homes were there for the asking. 
No wonder lineup after lineup of bigger and better RVs 
followed suit. Fast-forward past the burst bubble and ensuing 
recession, and for many RVers in the market for new travel 
trailers — both big and small — lighter is now better. 

With manufacturers offering “light” and “ultralight” 
lineups across a broad spectrum of sizes, slimmed-down 
trailers can actually stretch up to 35 feet and weigh 6,500 
pounds or more. Accordingly, the family SUV, minivan or 
compact pickup may be all that’s needed to tow many trailers 
on the lighter side of the spectrum. And even the largest 
lightweights can be pulled by properly equipped half-ton 
trucks, eliminating the need for owners to fuel, store, insure 
and maintain a more powerful tow vehicle. 

With so many buyers opting for easier-towing RVs, 
designs and features have advanced to suit, making the new 
crop of light-but-loaded trailers just as attractive as those 

triple-axle Conestogas. As a result, leaner models have been 
embraced by a wide range of RVers, including empty-nesters, 
young families and active couples, all of whom still want to 
have a great time outdoors and on the road but without the 
size, cost or hassle of owning the biggest barge in town. 

Of course, it’s important to keep real-world weights in 
mind when shopping for any RV. The dry weights claimed 
by manufacturers are typically nowhere near what trailers 
weigh when loaded for use. For example, a vehicle rated to 
pull 3,500 pounds may seem capable of towing a trailer with a 
3,000-pound dry weight, but after adding the factory-installed 
options — which often are not included in the dry weight — 
plus fuel, water, LP-gas and cargo, that 3,500-pound rating 
is quickly surpassed. Buyers are much better off using the 
trailer’s gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) as a towing match. 
As long as the GVWR isn’t exceeded, chances are good the tow 
vehicle’s factory limit won’t be eclipsed either.

The good news is that the selection of trimmed-down 
trailers with big-time amenities has never been better. 
Here’s a sampling of the leading lightweights for 2017.

As travel trailers evolve to match a wide range of tow vehicles, RV 
makers are rolling out slimmed-down and trimmed-up models — from 
feathery fold-downs and lithe hybrids to longer but still lean fl oorplans

Oliver’s 231⁄2-foot Legacy Elite II “towed like a dream” in 
Trailer Life’s test of the twin-bed fl oorplan earlier this year. 
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Aerolite 
Among the seven travel-trailer brands 
offered by Indiana-based Dutchmen 
RV Company, Aerolite has a name 
committed to lightweight performance. 
Making up Aerolite’s Zero Gravity Series 
are 19 trailers ranging from 181⁄2 to 371⁄2
feet, plus a new Aerolite Luxury Class. 
The single-axle Aerolite 174E ($16,353 
MSRP), an expandable hybrid with two 
tip-out tent beds, has a friendly dry 
weight of 3,188 pounds to go with its 
181⁄2-foot length. Numerous Aerolite 
packages include upscale outside 
speakers, an exterior shower, stainless-
steel appliances, electric stabilizer 
jacks, aluminum wheels and a power 
A-frame jack. Another Dutchmen brand, 
Coleman, promises family-focused 
amenities in amply equipped light-
weight trailers. For instance, the 22-foot 
9-inch Coleman Light 1805RB, with 
its fold-down sofa and single slideout, 
weighs 4,189 pounds dry.
574-537-0600, www.aero-rv.com 

Airstream 
From the spritely Basecamp to the 
elegant and aptly named Land Yacht, 
85-year-old Airstream continues to 
roll out an extensive RV fl eet from its 
Ohio factory. While prices can soar to 
six fi gures for premier models, lighter 
but still well-equipped Airstreams 
can be found for far less. Smallest is 
the two-person Basecamp, a stylized 
single-axle trailer stretching 16 feet 3 
inches and weighing 2,585 pounds dry. 
Just slightly larger and featuring Air-

stream’s traditional silver-bullet styling, 
the 16-foot 4-inch Sport 16 sleeps up 
to four and tips in at 2,860 pounds dry. 
Weighing 3,634 pounds dry, the Sport 
22FB adds interior volume, thanks to 
its longer 21-foot 8-inch length. Other 
Airstreams on the leaner side include 
the smaller Flying Cloud and Interna-
tional models. With a length of 19 feet 2 
inches and a dry weight of 3,823 pounds, 
the International Signature 19 ($65,600 
MSRP) adds a sleek, upscale interior at 
an equally upscale starting price.
877-596-6111, www.airstream.com 

Bigfoot 
When the lead photo on a manufactur-
er’s website shows an RV parked not in 
a grassy meadow with sunfl owers and 

butterfl ies but buried in snow against 
the backdrop of a frozen mountain, 
you know the company is serious about 
four-season RVing. Based in British 
Columbia, Bigfoot builds lightweight, 
well-insulated fi berglass trailers that 
are ready to tackle such real conditions. 
Available in seven fl oorplans, Bigfoot’s 
2500 Series trailers come in lengths 
from 17 feet 5 inches to 251⁄2 feet. 
With a dry weight of 3,275 pounds, 
the Bigfoot 25B175FB ($38,948 MSRP) 
is the heaviest of the three smallest 
models. Niceties include prewiring 
for solar panels, 15-inch aluminum 
wheels and an exterior shower. Optional 
are a power A-frame jack, barbecue 
hookups and an 11,000-Btu air condi-
tioner — perhaps unnecessary when 
surrounded by snow!
250-546-2155, www.bigfootrv.com

CrossRoads 
With a triple-axle 
Elevation toy 
hauler and 43-
foot Hampton 
“extended-stay” 
trailer in its lineup, 
Indiana’s CrossRoads Recreational 
Vehicles knows how to impress. But 
when it comes to maximum features 
and minimal weight, the single-axle 
Zinger Z-1 Lite makes an impact, too. 
With a length of 21 feet 11 inches and a 
dry weight of 3,320 pounds, the Zinger 

stream’s traditional silver-bullet styling, stream’s traditional silver-bullet styling, 
the 16-foot 4-inch Sport 16 sleeps up 
to four and tips in at 2,860 pounds dry. 
Weighing 3,634 pounds dry, the Sport 
22FB adds interior volume, thanks to 
its longer 21-foot 8-inch length. Other 
Airstreams on the leaner side include 
the smaller Flying Cloud and Interna-
tional models. With a length of 19 feet 2 
inches and a dry weight of 3,823 pounds, 
the 
MSRP) adds a sleek, upscale interior at 
an equally upscale starting price.
877-596-6111, www.airstream.com 

Bigfoot 
When the lead photo on a manufactur-
er’s website shows an RV parked not in er’s website shows an RV parked not in 
a grassy meadow with sunfl owers and 
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Leading Lights

Z-1 Lite ZR-18BH ($13,800 MSRP) is 
a viable choice for towing with many 
SUVs and compact pickups. For the 
price, it nets unexpected features like 
a DSI water heater, diamond-plate 
protection up front, a generous 61⁄2-foot 
ceiling height and bunk beds. Stepping 
up, the tandem-axle Sunset Trail Ultra 
Lite adds a full-size refrigerator, LED 
lighting and a power awning. Lengths 
extend from about 221⁄2 feet to almost 
26 feet, with dry weights from about 
4,000 to 4,600 pounds.
260-593-3850, www.crossroadsrv.com

Escape 
From British Columbia comes Escape 
Trailer Industries’ compact and light-
weight lineup. The manufacturer’s 
trademark two-piece molded-fi berglass 
shell results in low weight and dura-
bility. The smallest model, a 17-foot 
8-inch single-axle trailer, comes in two 
fl oorplans. The Escape 17 ($25,500 
Canadian MSRP) weighs only 1,970 
pounds dry, within range of many 
commonly owned vehicles. For an extra 
$1,400 and an additional 200 pounds of 
dry weight, the Escape 17 Plan B has a 
full wet bath and a pair of dinettes that 
convert to beds. A bit longer at 191⁄2 feet 
and with a tandem axle, Escape’s most 
popular model has a dry weight of 2,610 
pounds. The company’s longest trailer, 
a 21-foot 4-inch unit, weighs 3,140 
pounds dry and can pair with a wide 
range of tow vehicles.
855-703-1650, www.escapetrailer.com

Heartland 
Headquartered in Indiana, Heartland 
RV offers an impressive 60 tandem-axle 
trailers under its Lightweight banner, 
including nine Mallard, 15 Sundance, 20 
North Trail and 16 Wilderness models. 
Dry weights for Wilderness trailers 
begin at 4,683 pounds for the 26-foot 
9-inch 2250BH and extend to 7,680 
pounds for the 36-foot 9-inch 3250BS, 
all within the towing range of most 
half-ton pickups and full-size SUVs. 
In the middle of the lineup, the 311⁄2-
foot, two-slideout Wilderness 2775RB
($27,300 MSRP) has a 6,280-pound 
dry weight. Upscale features include a 
kitchen island and dual-ducted air con-
ditioning. Lighter still, North Trail has 
dry weights that start at 4,450 pounds 
for the 261⁄2-foot 21FBS and 4,695 

pounds for the 24-foot 3-inch 20FBS, 
then build to a scale-tipping 8,095 
pounds for the 37-foot 9-inch 32RETS. 
877-262-8032, www.heartlandrvs.com 

Highland Ridge 
Fully embracing the growing interest 
in lightweight and easy-to-tow travel 
trailers, Indiana-based Highland Ridge 
RV offers fi ve Light models, from 22 feet 
7 inches and 6,035 pounds dry, and nine 
even airier Ultra Lite models, starting 
with the 24-foot 1-inch UT2310RK at a 
dry weight of 5,070 pounds. With vaulted 
ceilings, a fl ush-fl oor slideout and 
bunk beds, the 31-foot 9-inch Ultra Lite 
UT2802BH ($28,275 MSRP) sleeps up to 
eight. Other desirable amenities in the 
Ultra Lite lineup include a full entertain-
ment system, a 13,500-Btu air condi-

Heartland Heartland pounds for the 24-foot 3-inch 20FBS, 

Canadian MSRP) weighs only 1,970 
pounds dry, within range of many 
commonly owned vehicles. For an extra 
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convert to beds. A bit longer at 191⁄1⁄1 2⁄2⁄  feet 
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popular model has a dry weight of 2,610 
pounds. The company’s longest trailer, 
a 21-foot 4-inch unit, weighs 3,140 
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         Fast Master Products 
                866-794-8357                  
500-1200 LB. CAPACITY  ,TORSION SUSPENSION 
          CANNOT    JACKKNIFE   OR   FISHTAIL  

     SW-58 

   281-391-6750 
 SW-58DW 

tioner with a Quick Cool feature, plenty 
of R-38 refl ective-foil insulation in the 
fl oor and roof, a power A-frame jack, 
15-inch aluminum wheels and a 15-foot 
power awning. Highland Ridge presents 
these trailers as half-ton towables for 
good reason: They are.
260-768-7771, www.highlandridgerv.com

Jayco 
If you have a smaller tow vehicle, 
Jayco’s 11-foot 7-inch Jay Sport 8SD 
folding trailer makes sense. With a 
1,535-pound dry weight, the Indiana 
manufacturer’s lightest trailer yields 
a six-person sleeping capacity, and its 
novel carryout stove lets you move the 
cooking outside. Working up the ladder 
brings the Hummingbird, which, as 
the name implies, is a line of ultralight 
single-axle trailers. The entry point is 
the new 16FD, but even the largest and 
best-equipped model, the 19-foot 9-inch 

17RK, weighs just 2,860 pounds dry. 
You’d never guess by appearances, but 
the 211⁄2-foot, tandem-axle Jay Flight 
SLX 174BH ($14,392 MSRP) weighs a 
mere 2,880 pounds dry, making it an 
easy-towing family bunkhouse.
574-825-5861, www.jayco.com

K-Z 
K-Z RV, a division of Indiana-based 
Thor Industries, makes travel trailers 
with a half-dozen nameplates and more 
than 80 fl oorplans. Billed as an Ultra 
Lightweight, the Spree Escape comes 
in 16-foot to 27-foot 3-inch lengths. The 
smallest model, the 16-foot E14RB, 
weighs a feathery 2,202 pounds dry. 
Stepping up from there, the Vision 
V19RB weighs a relatively modest 3,650 
pounds dry, despite its tandem axles 
and 23-foot 1-inch length. Edging into 
half-ton pickup or V-8 SUV territory, 
the 28-foot 3-inch tandem-axle Spree 
240BHS weighs 5,160 pounds dry. The 
new 33-foot 5-inch Connect C281BH
($27,000 MSRP), with a 5,940-pound 
dry weight, appeals to families with 
its roomy kitchen and bathroom, and 
wide bunk beds.
866-472-5460, www.kz-rv.com
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the 21
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Lance 
Southern California’s Lance Camper 
puts a Match Your Vehicle toolbar right 
on the homepage for its travel trailers, 
letting buyers select from 3,500-, 5,000- 
and 6,000-pound tow ratings. In the 
3,500-pound category are the 15-foot 
9-inch Lance 1575, weighing 2,655 
pounds dry and sleeping four, thanks 
to its standard slideout, and the 14-foot 
10-inch Lance 1475 ($23,888 MSRP), 
weighing 2,495 pounds dry. Even without 
a slide, the 1475 still packs a lot into its 
fl oorplan, including a pair of comfort-
able armchairs and a small table, a dry 
bath and an entertainment center with a 
24-inch fl at-screen TV. Pluses include a 
backup camera, a 160-watt solar panel 
and a 10-foot power awning. Starting 
point for the 5,000-pound search is the 

161⁄2-foot 1685, with a 3,710-pound dry 
weight and a single slideout, while the 
entry model in the 6,000-pound camp 
is the 21-foot 2-inch 2155 with a 4,600-
pound dry weight, dual slideouts and a 
kitchen island. 
661-949-3322, www.lancecamper.com 

Northwood 
Among the four trailer brands offered 
by Oregon’s Northwood Manufactur-
ing, the company devotes three — Fox 
Mountain, Snow River and Nash — to 
lightweights. The Nash brand supplies 
the most compact and towable of 
the group, starting with the 22-foot 
4-inch Nash 17K ($23,193 MSRP), 
with a 4,400-pound dry weight. Built 
to get the job done, the 17K has what 
Northwood describes as an “off-road 
chassis,” along with a high quotient 
of practical features like a 13,500-Btu 
air conditioner, heated holding tanks, 
a power A-frame jack, four-season 
insulation, an exterior shower and 
15-inch aluminum wheels for its 
tandem axles. Options include 60- 
or 100-watt solar panels, exterior 
marine-grade speakers, a bike rack 
and a cargo carrier. Weighing 5,145 
pounds dry, the 28-foot 8-inch Nash 
25C offers front and rear doors — 
one for the living room and the other 
for the rear bedroom — a dinette 
slideout, and a bedside 12-volt DC 
and USB charging center.
800-766-6274, www.northwoodmfg.com

Oliver 
Based in Tennessee, Oliver Travel 
Trailers builds a unique pair of trailers, 
the Legacy Elite and Legacy Elite II, that 
utilize double-wall fi berglass-shell con-
struction mounted atop aluminum-box 
frames. The formula gives maximum 
strength and strong insulation from 
heat, cold and noise, and is lightweight 
for easy towing. The 18-foot 5-inch 
Legacy Elite has a single axle and 
weighs 3,640 pounds dry. Up-level 
features include 16-inch aluminum 
wheels (even the spare!) and a dinette 
that converts to a large 74-inch-long 
bed. Moving up, the 231⁄2-foot tandem-
axle Legacy Elite II ($49,900 MSRP) has 
a dry weight of 4,600 pounds. One of two 
fl oorplans, the twin-bed model offers an 

16
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Term Life Insurance for 
Low Cost Permanent 

Good Sam Members
GUARANTEED LEVEL PREMIUM POLICY 
THAT CAN COVER YOU UP TO AGE 100

www.ipm1.com/gs No-obligation quote
Call now to see how low cost your premiums can be!

877-572-4889

uncommon but welcome layout.
888-526-3978 
www.olivertraveltrailers.com

Winnebago 
Winnebago Industries divides its 
operations into Motorized, built in Iowa, 
and Towables, built in Indiana. The 
company has the travel-trailer market 
covered with four lightweight model 
lines, from the 18-foot 4-inch, single-
axle Winnie Drop WD1710 ($13,333 
MSRP) at 2,360 pounds dry, up to the 
351⁄2-foot Ultralite at 6,500 pounds dry. 
Right in between are four Micro Minnie 
floorplans, including the 19-foot 2-inch 
1706FB. Tipping the scale at 2,980 
pounds dry, this tandem-axle trailer 
impresses with such standard features 
as an aluminum frame, an aerody-
namic front wall, a slideout, ducted air 
conditioning, a stainless-steel sink and 
a double-door refrigerator. But back 
to the little Winnie Drop, with styling 
reminiscent of 1950s-era “canned ham” 
trailers. Three of the four floorplans 
include a kitchen slideout — perfect for 
storing a real canned ham!
574-825-5250 
www.winnebagoind.com  q
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AMERICA’S
TOWERS OF STRENGTH

article and photos by Lisa Ballard

Steeped in colonial history, a string of fortresses along the south Atlantic coast 
provides a fascinating glimpse back in time. Among them, Fort Frederica on 

Georgia’s St. Simons Island preserves the remains of an impressive military bulwark

Beatre Hawkins was one of those women who held a grudge. It didn’t 
matter that her husband, Thomas, was the regimental surgeon and town 
magistrate for Fort Frederica, the military outpost on St. Simons Island on 
the coast of colonial Georgia. Hawkins’ anger had reached a fevered pitch. 

The focus of her rage was John Wesley, the town’s minister and founder of the 
modern Methodist Church. When she heard his voice by her hearth, she raced 
down the stairs, a pistol in one hand and scissors in the other, aiming to kill the 
well-meaning reverend, but the quick-footed Wesley escaped, minus only a few 
bits of cloth from his cassock.

FORT FREDERICA’S FATE 
Fort Frederica was one of a number 
of colonial-era forts built by the 
Spanish, British and French along the 
southeastern coast of the New World 
to protect their territories from each 
other and from local Native American 
tribes. Fort Frederica was one of the 
British forts.

Oglethorpe, a soldier and politician 
in King George II’s court, made several 
voyages to the Georgia frontier to 
establish settlements for the relocation 
of thousands of poor drifters and 
bolster the crown’s defenses against 
the aggressive Spanish just to the 
south in Florida. In 1734 Oglethorpe 
sailed down the Georgia coast from 
newly settled Savannah, looking for 

Hawkins’ ire stemmed from her 
voyage to North America on the same 
boat as Wesley. A year earlier, in 
1735, the governor of Georgia, James 
Oglethorpe, had recruited Wesley to 
serve as Savannah’s minister and a 
missionary to local native popula-
tions. During the arduous trans-
atlantic passage, Hawkins pretended 

to be a disciple of Wesley’s, passing 
the endless days at sea listening to 
his methodical sermons in hopes of 
gaining his affections. He ignored her 
advances. Spurned, she could not 
tolerate him ashore. 

Not all was peaceful at Fort 
Frederica, even when the fortress 
was not under attack.

The powerful pre-Revolutionary War cannons at Georgia’s 
Fort Frederica could fi re a 12-pound cannonball up to 1 mile.
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strategic positions to fortify. Fort 
Frederica, near the mouth of what is 
now the Frederica River, was one of 
those positions. He returned two years 
later to begin construction of the fort, 
which he named for Prince Frederick, 
King George II’s only son.

Fort Frederica served as a 
basecamp for Oglethorpe’s forays 
against the Spanish until the Battle 
of the Bloody Marsh in 1742. In an 
aggressive retaliation after fending off 
Oglethorpe at the edge of St. Augustine 
in Florida, the Spaniards planned to 
lay ruin to the British defenses from 
Georgia to South Carolina, with Fort 
Frederica as their fi rst major conquest. 
However, the British repelled the 
Spanish by ambushing them as they 
passed through a marsh on a military 
road between Frederica and another 
British outpost, Fort St. Simon, 6 miles 
to the south, which had surrendered to 
the Spanish a day earlier.

Legend says the marsh ran red 
with Spanish blood, hence its name. 
Defeated, the Spanish retreated to 
Florida and never threatened Georgia 
again. Ironically, the end of the war 
between Spain and Britain in North 
America was the end of Fort Frederica 
as well. Without purpose, the fort and 
the settlement supporting it declined 
within a decade and were eventually 
abandoned.

My husband, Jack, and I stumbled 
upon Fort Frederica last spring. 

FORT FREDERICA
NATIONAL MONUMENT
Located about 75 miles south of 
Savannah, Georgia, Fort Frederica 
National Monument is easily accessible 
from Interstate 95 and coastal U.S. 
Route 17 on the F.J. Torras Causeway 
that connects the city of Brunswick and 
St. Simons Island. The visitor center is 
open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., except 
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New 
Year’s Day. Admission is free.
912-638-3630, www.nps.gov/fofr

Casual history buffs, we always enjoy 
touring old forts as a way to step back 
in time. Of the many forts along the 
south Atlantic coast, Frederica is one 
of our favorites because it is more an 
archaeological park than a massive, 
preserved fortress.

SAFEGUARDING THE COAST
From the entrance at the visitor 
center, we made our way down a short 
portion of the old Military Road that 
used to connect Frederica with Fort 
St. Simons. Great veils of Spanish 
moss dangled from the graceful oak 
trees beside the road, now a wide 
footpath. As we walked, I watched a 
brilliant red summer tanager songbird 
nab a pale green bug with its beak 
from atop one of the many branches 
arching gracefully over the path. Today 
Frederica is inhabited by a hundred 

species of resident and migratory birds, 
rather than soldiers and colonists.

At the town gate, the path became 
Broad Street, the main street leading 
through the town of Frederica to 
its fort. The only evidence of the 
once-thriving settlement was the 
outlines of several stone founda-
tions, including the house in which 
the hot-tempered Beatre Hawkins 
and her husband resided. Beyond 
the duplex the Hawkinses shared 
with the town constable lies the fort 
itself — or what remains of it. Fort 
Frederica was not a large battlement. 
It contained two modest storehouses 
and a magazine, along with a limited 
soldiers’ quarters.

Most of the soldiers — 200 or so — 
lived in barracks on the east side of the 
town. Today the portal to the barracks 
is the most imposing structure on 
the Fort Frederica grounds, but the 
fort’s walls are the most interesting. 
Crumbling from weather, time and 
disuse, they reveal a classic colonial-
era tabby construction common to the 
Southeast. Tabby, also called coquina, 
is a concrete concocted from broken 
oyster shells. We could see the shells 
mixed into the mortar.

The “32-pounders” by the fort’s 
walls were another attention-grabber. 
Pointing across the river as if poised to 
repel another Spanish armada, these 
powerful cannons — giant muzzle-
loaders, really — could fi re a 12-pound 
cannonball up to a mile!

After examining the cannons, we 
retreated to the town again, looping 

The imposing portal 
is all that remains of 
the soldiers’ barracks 
at Fort Frederica.
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past the entrance to the barracks. We 
meandered along the well-maintained 
grassy paths to a small graveyard, then 
back to the visitor center, uneager to 
leave this fascinating place, so steeped 
in colonial history. Like all of the forts 
along the Southeast coast, Frederica 
preserves an important period in 
American history in details that can 
be truly appreciated only in person.

15 FORTS REVISITED
America’s south Atlantic coast has 
enough military forts to keep a history 
buff happy for a month or more. From 
Florida to Virginia, here are some ad-
ditional battlements worth including 
in your itinerary.

Florida
FORT PIERCE
Fort Pierce Inlet State Park: Built in 
1838 during the Second Seminole War, 
Fort Pierce is now little more than a 
mound of sand and shells, but it’s worth 
a visit for its half-mile beach, home of 
the World War II program that was a 
predecessor of today’s Navy Seals. The 
park is a favorite spot for swimming, 
snorkeling, scuba diving, bird-watching, 
fi shing and beachcombing.
772-468-3985, www.fl oridastateparks
.org/park/fort-pierce-inlet

JACKSONVILLE
Fort Caroline National Memorial: 
Located in the Timucuan Ecological and 
Historic Preserve, Fort Caroline is one 
of the oldest forts along the Southeast 
coast. Built by the French in 1564 as 

a safe haven for the Huguenots, the 
fort was invaded by the Spanish 11 
years later. Today it preserves the brief 
and lesser-known period of French 
settlement in Florida. 
904-641-7155, www.nps.gov/timu/
learn/historyculture/foca.htm

KEY WEST
Fort Zachary Taylor Historic State 
Park: Named for U.S. President 
Zachary Taylor shortly after his death in 
1850, the fort served as a Union outpost 
during the Civil War. It now hosts a 
weeklong series of Civil War reenact-
ments each February and becomes a 
spectacular haunted attraction with a 
Civil War theme for Halloween. One of 
the few public beaches in the Florida 
Keys is adjacent to the fort. 
305-292-6713, www.fl oridastateparks
.org/park/fort-taylor

ST. AUGUSTINE
Castillo de San Marcos National 
Monument: Constructed in 1672 by the 
Spanish, Castillo de San Marcos is the 
oldest masonry fort in the continen-
tal United States. Chief Osceola was 

AMERICA’S TOWERS OF STRENGTH

WHERE TO STAY
A couple of Good Sam Parks welcome 
RVers in Brunswick, Georgia, on 
the mainland about 7 miles from St. 
Simons Island’s Fort Frederica.

Coastal Georgia RV Resort 
912-264-3869
www.coastalgarvresort.com 

Golden Isles RV Park
912-261-1025
www.goldenislesrvpark.com
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incarcerated here during the Second 
Seminole War (1835 to 1842). Reenact-
ments and historic-weapon demonstra-
tions help visitors learn about life during 
the fort’s heyday. 
904-829-6506, www.nps.gov/casa 

Fort Matanzas National Monument: 
Construction began on this Spanish 
fort, known for its lookout tower, in 
1740 after St. Augustine withstood 
a siege by Georgia Governor James 
Oglethorpe. Oglethorpe attacked Fort 
Matanzas twice but was thwarted, the 
second time, in 1742, by cannons — the 
only time the fort ever fi red on an enemy. 
As Spain’s colonial empire declined, the 
fort fell into ruin. Its 100 acres of salt 
marsh and barrier islands are now a 
wildlife sanctuary.
904-471-0116, www.nps.gov/foma

The massive walls of Georgia’s Fort Pulaski were believed to be  
impenetrable until the invention of rifl ed-cannon fi re.

The remains of Fort Frederica are part of a larger parklike historic site.
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Georgia 
COCKSPUR ISLAND
Fort Pulaski National Monument:
Believed to be impenetrable with its 
7½-foot-thick brick walls backed by 
masonry piers, this Confederate fort fell 
to Union forces within moments of the 
fi rst rifl ed-cannon fi re. With the intro-
duction of rifl ed cannons, which shoot a 
spinning, bullet-shaped shell, massive 
fortresses such as Pulaski became 
vestiges of a bygone war era. Today, 
visitors can explore the fort’s grounds 
and watch cannon demonstrations.
912-786-5787, www.nps.gov/fopu

DARIEN
Fort King George Historic Site: 
Established in 1721, Fort King 
George was the oldest English fort 
on the Georgia coast and marked 
the southern boundary of the British 
Empire in colonial North America. The 
fort’s buildings have been re-created 
at the original site, which is situated on 
the Colonial Coast Birding Trail.
912-437-4770, www.gastateparks.org/
fortkinggeorge

RICHMOND HILL
Fort McAllister State Historic Park:
Union General William Tecumseh 
Sherman ended his notorious 1864 
March to the Sea at Fort McAllister. 
Later, Henry Ford helped restore the 
site, considered the best preserved of 
the Confederacy’s earthen battlements. 
It is now the centerpiece of a 1,725-acre 
state park and includes a Civil War 
museum and a public campground.
912-727-2339, www.gastateparks.org/
fortmcallister

VISIT A LOCATION OR
GO TO RVROOF.COM

OR CALL 1.844.353.9276

Art & Rose Neiderhofer 
RV Type: Newmar Mountaineer A Class 1998
Installed on 06/2009
Florida

It works!  
the leak in our RV roof and couldn’t 

be happier with choosing RVroof.com! 
They were friendly, knowledgeable, 

and the product works as guaranteed.

Need a New RV Roof?
RV FlexArmor® is the solution!

“It“It ” works!” works!

TYBEE ISLAND
Old Fort Jackson: Located on the 
Savannah River, the Old Fort Jackson 
ramparts offer a view across the coastal 
plain that in itself is worth the visit to 
Georgia’s oldest standing brick fortifi ca-
tion. It is also the only fort to showcase 
its privy, which fl ushes naturally each 
day with the tide.
912-651-6840, www.chsgeorgia.org/ofj

North Carolina 
ATLANTIC BEACH
Fort Macon State Park: Located 
just south of Cape Lookout National 
Seashore, Fort Macon is a must-see, 
not only as a Civil War-era fort with daily 
cannon and musket demonstrations but 
also for its 1½-mile beach, estuaries 
and dunes. Robert E. Lee engineered 
the erosion system for the fort in the 
1840s, two decades before becoming 
general of the Confederate army.
252-726-3775, www.ncparks.gov/
fort-macon-state-park

KURE BEACH
Fort Fisher State Recreation Area:
Just south of Wilmington, Fort Fisher 
protected a critical Confederate supply 
line during the Civil War. When the fort 
fell in early 1865, the Union effectively 
cut off provisions to General Lee’s army, 
which ultimately led to his defeat. The 
fort served as a World War II training 
site for the fi rst U.S. anti-aircraft units.
910-458-5798, www.ncparks.gov/
fort-fi sher-state-recreation-area

ROANOKE ISLAND
Fort Raleigh National Historic Site:
In 1584, Sir Walter Raleigh landed here 
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(Above, from left) “Soldiers” dressed in Civil War-era uniforms deploy a cannon at Georgia’s 
Fort Pulaski, located on Cockspur Island between Savannah and Tybee Island. The top of the 
battlements and the parade grounds inside Fort Pulaski are open for visitors to explore.
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AMERICA’S TOWERS OF STRENGTH

on the first of three voyages to North 
America. Later, the Union brought freed 
slaves to prepare them for life after the 
war. This historic site preserves a portion 
of one of England’s first settlements and is 
a worthy add-on to a visit to Cape Hatteras 
National Seashore and Kitty Hawk.
252-473-2111, www.nps.gov/fora

South Carolina 
CHARLESTON
Fort Sumter National Monument: The 
place where the first shots of the Civil War 
were fired, Fort Sumter was taken by the 
Confederates in 1861 after they cut off 
supplies to this strategic stronghold at the 
entrance to Charleston Harbor. Today, 
the fort is accessible by ferry or private 
boat, and is known for its extensive 
collection of Civil War armaments.
843-883-3123, www.nps.gov/fosu

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
Fort Walker: One of four forts erected 
on Hilton Head during the Civil War, 
Fort Walker was built where Captain 
William Hilton claimed the island for the 
British Empire 200 years earlier. It is the 
site of the Battle of Port Royal (1861), 
which pitted two brothers against each 
other, Confederate General Thomas 
Drayton and Union Commander Percival 
Drayton. Percival persevered, and 
50,000 Union troops were stationed 
here. The local Coastal Discovery 
Museum leads weekly Forts of Port 
Royal walking tours at the site.
www.coastaldiscovery.org/home/ 
discover-and-learn/walkstalkstours

Virginia
HAMPTON
Fort Monroe National Monument: 
Originally constructed in 1609 as a 
wooden stockade known as Fort Alger-
nourne, Fort Monroe’s more substantial 
stone battlement was built after the War 
of 1812 to bolster coastal defenses. It 
remained in Union hands throughout 
the Civil War, although Virginia was 
a Confederate state. Escaping slaves 
considered it a symbol of freedom, 
hence the nickname Freedom’s 
Fortress. The fort was only recently  
decommissioned in 2011.
757-722-3678, www.nps.gov/fomr qP
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Only one registration per drawing is allowed. The winner must purchase a new Highland Ridge RV prior to 
December 31, 2016. For the complete set of rules and regulations, visit highlandridgerv.com/ownyours/rules.

Build your RVing legacy!
Grammy and Papa Murphy are enjoying the 

legacy of fond memories they are passing  
on to their children and grandchildren. 

$5,000
Sweepstakes

QUARTERLY

Each quarter in 2016, we’re giving away 
$5,000 towards a new Highland Ridge RV.
Don’t miss your chance to win! Register at 
HighlandRidgeRV.com/OwnYours and enter  
promo code TLM5K.

Highland Ridge RV, Inc., Circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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article by Bill and Jenn Gehr   photos by Jenn Gehr   

DIESELSITE’S WATER SEPARATOR AND FILTER KIT HELPS THE FORD 6.7-LITER 
POWERPLANT RUN SMOOTHLY AND KEEPS EXPENSIVE REPAIRS AT BAY

A
flashback to early diesel-powered trucks brings to 
mind the dreaded smelly black smoke that billowed 
from the exhaust pipe. In addition to burning our 
eyes and lungs, these trucks were noisy and polluted 

the air. Modern technology has brought a new breed of 
diesel engines that are much quieter, while churning out 
impressive horsepower and torque and providing better 
fuel economy. A major factor contributing to these advance-
ments is the high-pressure common-rail fuel systems.

Ford’s 6.7-liter diesel engine takes full advantage of 
these advancements and is tough to beat for smoothness 
and quietness during long hauls. With the new technology, 
however, engine and fuel problems can take years to mani -
fest, and in the case of the latest Ford diesel engine, water 
separation proved to be an issue when subjected to a tank 

of contaminated fuel. By the time the water in fuel (WIF) 
warning light in the truck’s dash illuminates, it may be too 
late to prevent damage or rust to the fuel-injection system’s 
internal parts.

DieselSite, an aftermarket manufacturer of high-quality 
and innovative parts, discovered the hard way that Ford’s 
new fuel system may be overly sensitive to WIF. Today’s 
ultra-low-sulfur fuel has a propensity to attract water, 
and when coupled with a slight lack of maintenance, can 
cause failure to certain parts of the fuel-injection system. 
After experiencing a failure from water that should have 
been trapped by the factory water-separation system in 
one of DieselSite’s Ford trucks with only 23,000 miles on 
the odometer (and $12,000 in repair bills), the company 
developed a new fuel filter and water separator that is 
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relatively easy to install. 
This state-of-the-art system for 

2011 to 2016 6.7-liter diesel engines 
is designed to fit existing frame bolts 
without drilling a single hole and 
is made from CNC-machined billet 
aluminum for exacting performance 
and durability. Polycarbonate fuel 
bowls are made of the same material 
as safety glasses to withstand road 
debris and allow for at-a-glance 
assessment of the condition of  
the fuel. 

DieselSite’s clever filter reminder, 
Filter Minder, which mounts in the 
side of the aluminum body, keeps 
tabs on filter condition without having 
to crawl under the vehicle and peer 
through the polycarbonate bowls. 
The company even offers an optional 
warning light that mounts in the dash 
and signals the driver of immediate 
fuel-contamination issues with the 
filter. Ford-style connectors are 
provided with the kit, and high-quality 
fuel lines keep the installation easy 

(5) Before starting the installation, the water is drained from the original fuel-filter system. The water should never need to be drained 
again. (6) Be sure to use a six-point, 32mm socket when removing the primary filter assembly to prevent the plastic housing from being 
damaged. (7) Discoloration and contamination indicates that this fuel filter needed replacing, regardless of mileage. (8 and 9) Always 
use the supplied O-ring when replacing the manufacturer’s fuel filter. This will prevent air from entering the system, causing serious 
problems with fuel-injection performance. (10) Removing the original fuel lines to replace the secondary fuel-filter assembly can be 
difficult. The lines are hard to remove, and diesel will spill out. 

(1) DieselSite recommends replacing the factory fuel-filter element at mandated 
intervals. (2) The Filter Minder allows you to see the condition of the fuel filters at a glance 
without having to crawl underneath the vehicle. (3) DieselSite’s fuel-filtration system 
comes with everything needed for an easy installation, including a spare set of filters and 
O-rings. (4) The CNC billet aluminum base and high-quality polycarbonate fuel bowls are 
durable and designed to last for the life of the truck.

1 2

3 4

5 6 7

8 9 10
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yet effective. 
To keep the fuel safe, DieselSite 

utilizes two polycarbonate bowls with 
a separator cone that removes large 
particles and water from the fuel as it 
flows through the filter assembly. Fuel 
then travels into the upper section of 
the filter assembly though a 2-micron 
particle separator, and water can be 
removed through the petcock located 
at the bottom of each bowl. The 
reservoir can be visually inspected  
on a regular basis and water drained 

(11) To mount the new DieselSite unit, the two nuts are removed from the fuel-pump 
bracket. Fortunately, the bolts will not fall back through the frame, making installation of the 
filter assembly quick and easy. (12) After positioning the new unit, place the original nuts on 
the studs and tighten them to 50 ft-lbs of torque. (13) DieselSite supplies high-quality fittings 
with the air-filter assembly. Overtightening the fittings can damage the O-rings and may 
cause a fuel leak.

11 12 13

CLEAN FUEL, HAPPY ENGINE
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as necessary. 
The company claims the filtration 

kit will not affect the factory warranty, 
and, in fact, several Ford service cen - 
ters are already offering it as an option.

Installation starts with the removal 

of the two lower nuts from the bolts 
protruding through the frame that hold 
the original fuel pump in place. Once 
the warning light and Filter Minder are 
mounted into the aluminum base, the 
filter assembly is installed using the two 
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studs and nuts, tightening to 50 ft-lbs.
The rubber fuel line is then cut 

in half, and both pieces are installed 
on the fittings in the aluminum body, 
using the supplied hose clamps.  
Two OEM-style fittings with supplied 
stainless-steel hose clamps are 
installed on the rubber hoses, paying 
close attention to orientation of the 
fittings in the aluminum body. Proper 
orientation is critical, so follow the  
instructions carefully. 

Once a catch pan is placed under 
the original filter-and-fuel-pump 
assembly, the yellow connector closest 
to the truck frame is removed. We 
highly suggest wearing clear safety 
glasses, durable rubber gloves and 
an old long-sleeve shirt, as diesel fuel 
will run out and splatter from residual 
pressure. Quickly install each fitting 
into the proper connector to prevent 
excess fuel from escaping. Double-
check the hose positions to make sure 
they are correct. 

The next step is to follow the 

•  Multiple colors, sizes and styles to choose from

•  Beautiful and easy-to-clean PolyHyde™ Euro Leather Vinyl

• Modular Theater Seating provides multiple reclining configurations

•  Versatile Jackknife and Tri-Fold Sofas convert to comfortable beds

•  Enjoy total relaxation in our Swivel Glider, Push Back and Euro Recliners

JACKKNIFE 
SOFA

PUSH BACK
RECLINER

MODULAR THEATER
SEATING

TRI-FOLD SOFA

JACKKNIFE SOFA

MODULAR THEATER
SEATING

Create a brand new interior RV living space with the
Thomas Payne Furniture Collection™

TRI-FOLD SOFA

XL EURO 
RECLINER 
CHAIR

EURO RECLINER 
CHAIR

SWIVEL GLIDER

(14 and 15) The optional Filter Minder  
warning-light electronic sending unit 
is installed in the base assembly after 
removing the plug with an Allen wrench.

procedure in the owner’s manual for 
purging air from the fuel system. It 
calls for 30 seconds with the key on 
followed by two seconds off, with the 
steps repeated at least six times. We 
executed these steps 10 times, adding 
a little insurance before test-driving 
the truck. 

This may be a good time to change 
the existing fuel filters, if the mileage 
interval time is close. Both original 
fuel filters must be left in place and 
changed at the recommended factory 
intervals. The OEM filters will not 
plug with debris; however, the paper 
element can deteriorate over time and 
contaminate the system with paper 
particles and possibly compromise  
the factory warranty.

After the air is purged from the 
system, both polycarbonate fuel 
bowls are checked to make sure the 
fuel is void of air pockets. During this 
procedure, you will know whether any 
of the fittings are leaking. It’s important 
to make sure the rubber fuel lines are 
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CLEAN FUEL, HAPPY ENGINE

routed away from sharp edges. Use cable ties to secure them.
Figure on spending around an hour for the installation, 

including the addition of the optional warning light. You’ll need 
common hand tools and a pan for catching the fuel.

The kit retails for $699 with two extra fuel filters. A system 
with fuel-heating capability sells for $948. The warning light for 
the dash is $75, and replacement filters are $11. Replacement 
polycarbonate bowls are also available. DieselSite provides a 
one-year unlimited-mileage warranty.

The initial test drive should be a route that is close to home 
and include either a hill climb or a freeway entrance that will 
allow you to accelerate hard. If all of the air has not been purged 
from the system, the dash light will alert the driver, and the air-
purging process must be repeated.

Modern diesel-powered trucks are designed to have a long 
and happy life, which can be extended with superior fuel filtration 
and water removal. The high-quality filter and water-separator 
assembly from DieselSite will no doubt be worth the added cost, 
especially when compared to the repair bill for a fuel-system 
failure. q

DieselSite
888-414-3457, www.dieselsite.com

(16 and 17) Install the uncut fuel hose to the inlet and outlet fittings.  
This will allow the fuel hose to be cut to the proper length after it is routed 
through the frame of the truck and prevents debris from entering the hose 
end. (18) A strip of masking tape on either end of one of the hoses will 
indicate that the correct hose is used during installation of the fittings.

(19) Do not overtighten the hose clamps. This can damage the plastic OEM-style fittings supplied by DieselSite since this is the low-pressure side of 
the fuel pump. (20) Before installation, examine the connector for the dash-mounted warning light for any type of debris that could possibly cause 
a faulty connection. (21) After startup and before the test drive, double check the hoses and fuel bowls for any possible fuel leak. (22) Polarity of the 
wires coming from the fuel-filter sensor is critical. Be sure to follow the directions carefully to ensure that the warning light will function properly. 
(23) During installation of the dash warning light, apply gentle pressure to the bulb to prevent damage from excess force.  (24) Install the Change 
Fuel Filter decal, along with the indicator light.

16

17

18

19 20 21

22 23 24
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GREAT TV ON THE ROAD… 
    WHENEVER & WHEREVER YOU WANT!

SuperCenters Nationwide    |    1.888.875.1540    |    CampingWorld.com CA
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* Important Terms and Conditions: All prices, fees, charges, packages, programming, features, functionality and o�ers subject to change without notice. Installation/Equipment Requirements: Monthly 
fees and limits on number and type of receivers will apply. All charges, including monthly programming, pay-per-view and equipment upgrades, must be paid in advance; failure to pay by due date will lead 
to service disconnection within 24 hours. Miscellaneous: O�ers available for new and qualified former customers. O�ers subject to terms of applicable Promotional and Residential Customer agreements. 
Taxes or reimbursement charges for state gross earnings taxes may apply. Additional restrictions may apply.

With DISH® Pay-As-You-Go programming*:
•  Pay only for the months you use
•  Only DISH lets you watch your favorite 

shows in HD
•  No charge to start or stop  

monthly service
•  NEW LOWER PRICE! Programming for  

as little as $36.99 per month!

Hurry, offer expires December 4, 2016. Call Camping World at 1.888.875.1540 to activate your DISH programming!

Enjoy DISH® Pay-As-You-Go Programming  
with the NEW Wally Receiver!

Wally™ DISH® HD Satellite Receiver #87758 Club SALE $89.97 Reg. $129
NEW USER-FRIENDLY FEATURES!
• NEW! The radio frequency remote can be used inside and outside the RV up to 200 ft. away 
• NEW! Locate your missing remote with the Remote Finder 
• NEW! Improved search helps you find programs fast! 
• Works with DISH® Pay-As-You-Go programming

Small Footprint is  
Perfect for RV Living!

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
  30%

CA044843_DISH ad_Dec16-TL.indd   1 9/12/16   9:23 AM

DISH Network, Circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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Sign up NOW and save! LIMITED-TIME OFFER expires November 30, 2016

Click: GoodSamRoadside.comCall: 888-547-1948
* Introductory offer for Good Sam Members who are first-time buyers only. The rate provided includes a $5 Auto-Renewal discount. $25 Bonus Cash provided as merchandise certificate, valid at Camping World SuperCenters. Motor club benefits and 
services provided by Americas Road & Travel Club, Inc. for Members residing in Alaska, Alabama, Utah and Virginia; and by Affinity Road & Travel Club, LLC for Members residing in all other States. Note: All program benefits and services are subject to 
limitations set forth in the current Member Benefit Brochures and will be sent to you upon approval of your membership. ©2016 Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. GOOD SAM and the GOOD SAM ICON are registered trademarks of Good Sam Enterprises, 
LLC. Unauthorized use of any of GSE, LLC’s trademarks is expressly prohibited. All rights reserved. GRA51194 - 0916

JOIN NOW & GET $25 BONUS CASH!*

Protect your whole family with 24/7 roadside assistance and 
unlimited distance towing to the nearest service station!

Protect your whole family with 
unlimited distance towing

NOWNOWNOW
$$$797979$79$$$79$79$79$$$79$ 959595***95*959595*95*95*959595*95

+ $25 Bonus 
Cash!

$11795

• Spouse and dependent children included—no extra fees

• Coverage in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico & the U.S. Virgin Islands

Covers your owned RV, autos, motorcycles and boat trailers

Auto + RV STANDARD

Regular RateNOWNOWNOW
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article and photos by Chris Dougherty

A high-tech cure for trailer sway, Hayes’ 
electronic system applies varying braking 
force to the trailer’s wheels to bring it in-line

I
t’s the age-old dilemma that all trailerists deal with: 
trailer sway. It can be a real problem that ranges in severity 
from an annoyance to a frightening loss of control. There 
are a number of ways to minimize sway, but once it starts, 

often as the result of outside forces, it takes an immediate 
action on the part of the driver, or a device, to stop it.

What causes sway? A number of factors can contribute  
to it. First is a mismatched tow vehicle and trailer. Some SUVs 
are poor tow vehicles, despite having high tow ratings. This 
is the result of a short wheelbase combined with high-profile 
light-duty tires, and trailers that are not balanced properly 
(i.e., not enough hitch weight). While the powertrain can easily 
handle the weight, the bouncy suspension, coupled with flex 
in the tire sidewalls, can allow “the tail to wag the dog,” as the 
saying goes.

Incorrect hitch setup is another major contributor. If a 
trailer rides too high in the front, it can lead to sway. Failure  
to use a sway-control device, or using the wrong type, can 
also be a factor.

Then there are the outside contributors, which include 
crosswinds, road crown and catching the edge of the road. 
When these things come into play, the first reaction many 
drivers have is to jerk the wheel to get back on the road, over-
correcting steering and starting the lateral movement of the 
trailer, which can lead to control problems. And then there are 
passing trucks, whose large sizes can cause air currents to 
push against a large, lightweight RV, leading to sway.

How can we fix sway? First, of course, is to match the 
tow vehicle to the trailer. The longer the trailer, the more 
wheelbase and stiffness you’ll need in the tow vehicle. While 
there are a number of sway-control devices on the market, 

Trailer sway can be a dangerous problem brought on by crosswinds, 
passing vehicles, overcorrected steering and other factors.
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from specialty hitches to hardware that 
provides friction to resist the lateral 
movement of the trailer, Hayes Towing 
Electronics has developed a high-tech 
way of dealing with trailer sway, the 
Sway Master. The system electronically 
controls the trailer by calculating the 
rate of sway and applying the trailer 
brakes at a rate that brings the trailer 
back to center without drastically 
altering the vehicle’s speed or ride 
characteristics or requiring the driver 
to manually activate the trailer brakes.

The Sway Master is equipped with 
a gyroscope, or electronic inertial 
sensor, to determine the rate of sway, 
and a GPS receiver to determine 
vehicle speed. It uses this data to 
determine if a sway event is occurring 

and, if so, how much power 
to apply to the trailer brakes. 

The Sway Master is a 
remarkably simple device 
to install. The trailer’s seven-way plug 
connects to the unit, which is mounted 
on the A-frame of the trailer with four 
self-drilling screws. The cable from the 
device then plugs into the seven-way 
receptacle on the tow vehicle. The only 
caveat is that the Sway Master has to 
be mounted in such a location that it 
has a clear view of the sky. The main 
unit has a status light on it, so when 
it is plugged into the tow vehicle, the 
driver immediately knows whether 
it is working or not. Parallel circuitry 
in the unit works in tandem with the 
seven-way circuitry, so there’s no 

wiring involved.
To see how it would operate 

under varying circumstances, we 
put the Sway Master to the test on 
two different travel trailers towed 
by the same vehicle, a 2012 Ford 
F-350, which has a Class 5 hitch 
receiver and is capable of towing 
a trailer without weight-distribution 
or sway-control gear.

We had the opportunity to test 

AS SOON AS A SLIGHT SWAY WAS 
DETECTED, THE SWAY MASTER 
APPLIED JUST THE RIGHT AMOUNT 
OF BRAKE FORCE TO STOP IT.

MASTER OF SWAY CONTROL

      
escapetrailer.com | 855-703-1650 |  Buy factory direct in Chilliwack, B.C.

NOW TAKING ORDERS
FOR THE NEW

Check out our website for 
current pricing, options 

and standard features for 
the NEWLY REDESIGNED 

2017 ESCAPE Travel 
Trailer in 17’ & 19’  

lengths. 

NOW TAKING ORDERS
FOR THE NEW 2017 ESCAPE

and, if so, how much power 
to apply to the trailer brakes. 

The Sway Master is a 
remarkably simple device 
to install. The trailer’s seven-way plug 
connects to the unit, which is mounted 
on the A-frame of the trailer with four 
self-drilling screws. The cable from the 
device then plugs into the seven-way 

Eye to the Sky
The Sway Master uses a GPS receiver 
to detect the speed of the vehicle and 
an inertial sensor to detect trailer 
sway. Combining the two technolo-
gies, the Sway Master calculates the 
amount of brake force to apply.
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the new 2017 Winnebago Minnie 2500FL trailer, which is 
28 feet long and weighs around 5,300 pounds empty. Even 
without weight distribution or another sway-prevention 
device, the Minnie towed pretty compliantly. Once we got 
out on the interstate with no traffi c around us, I put the trailer 
into a sway event (don’t try this at home; I’m a former profes-
sional driver). Immediately, there was a nice little tug on the 
truck, and the trailer came right in line. I tried again with the 
same result. As soon as a slight sway was detected, the Sway 
Master applied just the right amount of brake force to stop it.

Later on, while being passed by high-speed trucks and 
being infl uenced by slipstream currents exerted on the 
trailer, it was evident that the Sway Master countered the 
situations immediately.

We then installed the Sway Master on a 33-foot travel 
trailer that weighs about 10,000 pounds. This time we used 
a standard weight-distributing hitch without a sway control 
and conducted the tests in the same manner — except that 
we experienced winds in the 20-MPH range and occasional 
gusts around 30 MPH on Labor Day during Post-Tropical 
Hurricane Hermine. 

DMRVcollection.com

THE PERFECT COMBINATION OF COMFORT & SUPPORT

PREMIUM RV BUNK MATS 
ALSO AVAILABLE

Denver Mattress RV Collection mattresses are made in America and provide luxurious comfort 
with supportive plant-based foams and other natural materials that promote a healthy and restful 
sleep experience. Denver Mattress RV Collection mattresses are available in a variety of sizes to 
perfectly fit your RV and are lightweight in case you need to reach storage under the bed.

Features
• Mechanically tested for  

long-term durability
• Ships compressed and rolled  

for easy installation

• Fire prevention regulations  
met with natural materials

• Made using ultra- 
efficient manufacturing

Dimensions
Short Queen 60" x 75" x 11"
Queen 60" x 80" x 11"
Narrow King 72" x 80" x 11"
King 76" x 80"  x 11"
Short Queen - Radius Corners 60" x 75" x 11"
Queen - Radius Corners 60" x 80" x 11"
Narrow King - Radius Corners 72" x 80" x 11"
King - Radius Corners 76" x 80" x 11"

Installing the Sway Master may require some prep. In this case, we 
had to move the original seven-way cable and LP-gas line to make 
room. The Sway Master must have a clear view to the sky for the GPS 
to function, so keep it as far forward as possible.
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Results were mixed, as we had some brief wind-driven 
sways that did not seem to cause the Sway Master to activate 
the brakes. However, we were able to get the unit to activate 
with some hard, intentional sway events during a controlled 
test. Our take on this is that, with a 33-foot trailer, the sway 
“feel” at the A-frame is considerably different than with the 
shorter Winnebago. At no time did we have a sway condition 
that resulted in a loss of control of the trailer.

The benefits of having the electronic device for control-
ling sway are threefold: First, you don’t have to apply the 
trailer brakes. The Sway Master does it for you.

Second, in a sway event, most people will panic and 
hit the tow vehicle’s brakes, and if they don’t panic, they’ll 
engage the trailer brake’s manual control on full. This will 
likely lock up the brakes, if the brake-control gain is adjusted 
too strongly. Based on the amount of trailer sway and vehicle 
speed, the Sway Master applies a calculated amount of 
amperage to the brakes for just the right length of time.

Lastly, with the Sway Master, both hands remain on the 
wheel, maintaining full control of the vehicle.

If the trailer is prone to sway, the driver will feel a lot of 
tugging from the trailer as the Sway Master is activated. But 
it will be safe tugging and an indication that the tow-vehicle-
and-trailer setup is less than ideal and needs some attention.

The Hayes Sway Master comes with a two-year limited 
warranty and is an accessory that every trailerist should 
consider. It has a $349 suggested retail price and at press 
time was available at Camping World at a discounted Good 
Sam Club member rate of $299. q

Hayes Towing Electronics
800-882-1204, www.hayesbc.com/products/controllers/sway-master

(Above left) Installing the Sway Master is simple. Four self-drilling screws secure it to the frame. (Above right) The trailer’s seven-way cable 
plugs into the unit. The cable is routed to the front and secured using cable clips, and the LP-gas line is resecured.

The Sway Master comes with a holder for the seven-way plug to 
keep it clean and out of the way.

MASTER OF SWAY CONTROL
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* Government fees, state taxes, dealer fees and emissions testing charges as applicable will be added to comply with state vehicle codes. Freight and prep costs vary by state (Not applicable in CA, OH, TX, TN, GA, LA, WA, OR or UT). Inventory and floorplans vary by location, 
not all advertised manufacturers available at participating dealers. New units will be delivered from the nearest authorized dealer. Contact your area dealer for availability. VIN numbers posted at dealership. Âll payments to qualified buyers with approved credit. Subject 
to lender terms. ^̂ Available to qualified buyers based on lender credit qualifications. Down payment may be required (Not applicable in PA). **RV must be purchased at a participating Camping World RV Sales Dealership to qualify. O�er is not retroactive on previous RV 
purchases. Benefits are subject to certain limitations and restrictions, and are subject to change. Discounts and benefits o�ered through your Good Sam Elite membership for 3 years from date of RV purchase. See dealer for full program details.Advertised inventory available 
at time of production. New unit photography for illustration purposes only. May not be combined with any other o�er and not applicable to prior sales. O�ers valid at any Camping World RV Sales or FreedomRoads dealer only. See dealer for details. © 2016 FreedomRoads, 
LLC.  CAMPING WORLD and the CAMPING WORLD Mountain Logo are registered trademarks of CWI, Inc. and used with permission.  Unauthorized use of any of CWI, Inc.’s trademarks is expressly prohibited.  All rights reserved. O�ers expire 12/4/16. FR076781-0916

866-9-RV-CENTER | CampingWorld.com/RV
Visit Your Local SuperCenter Today!

REAR BATH TRAVEL TRAILERS
S TA RT I N G  AT
$12,995*

OR 
$109/MO.

^

RAPID CITY, SD
STK. #1225458
Based on 10% down @ 
5.99% APR for 144 mos.

HUGE DISCOUNTS on Remaining 2016’s  •  low apr financing!^^

Good Sam ELITEBUY AN RV & BECOME A MEMBER!**

REAR ENTERTAINMENT
TRAVEL TRAILERS

HARRISBURG, PA  |  STK# 1287848 
S TA RT I N G  AT

$18,995*
OR 

$167/MO.^
Based on 10% down @ 5.99% APR for 144 mos.

BUNKHOUSE
TRAVEL TRAILERS

KNOXVILLE, TN  |  STK# 1263477 
S TA RT I N G  AT

$14,495*
OR 

$127/MO.^
Based on 10% down @ 5.99% APR for 144 mos.

REAR ENTERTAINMENT
FIFTH WHEELS

HOLIDAY, FL  |  STK# 1267566A 
S TA RT I N G  AT

$27,991*
OR 

$199/MO.^
Based on 10% down @ 4.99% APR for 180 mos.
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° Flat shipping fee applies To request a FREE CATALOG, go online or call & mention code MZ TL Product Protection Plan available
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SuperCenters Nationwide    |    1.888.857.6625    |    CampingWorld.com   

Big
SALE!
Year-End

P R I C E S  G O O D 
T H R O U G H  1 2 /4/ 1 6

Porta-Pak® Deodorizer and  
Waste Digester Toss-ins, 10-Pack
Fresh Scent #23913       
Lavender Scent #69990   
Breaks down waste and tissue 
and offers odor prevention. 
Formaldehyde-free. | Reg. $11.99

LOWEST
PRICES  
OF THE YEAR!

Wireless remote includes 
a memory button for your 

favorite setting

Freeze Ban 2000™ Heated  
Drinking Water Hoses 
Connect your RV fresh water system to a 
park faucet with no fear of freeze-up in cold 
weather down to -20̊ F (-28 C̊). | Reg. $114.99

NEW &
EXCLUSIVE!

STARTING AT  
CLUB SALE

$138497

CLUB SALE
$29997

EXCLUSIVE! Adventurer  
Three-Speed Folding Trike #87466 
Features hand brake and foot 
brake, 12" wide padded seat, 20" 
tires on alloy wheels, adjustable 
seat and handlebars. Rear cargo 
basket. | Reg. $439.99 | °

250 lb. 
capacity

GOLD 
DEAL!LOWEST PRICE 

OF THE YEAR!

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
 $30

CLUB SALE
$2697

Shatterproof lids

Copper lining 
between double walls

CLUB SALE
$897

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
   

      25%

225 lb. 
capacity

191⁄2"W

Mesh Back Chair with Table #69344 
Hammer tone steel frame, ripstop 
polyester fabric, padded armrests. 
Includes fold-up side table.  
Reg. $49.99 | ° | 

CLUB SALE
$3497

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
 30%

ON HONDA GENERATORS 
HURRY—LIMITED TIME OFFER!  
Visit a SuperCenter or call for special pricing!

CLUB MEMBERS

Save 
up to 

$200
PRICES 
OF THE YEAR!

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
 up  

 
to $745

NEW &EXCLUSIVE!

Sleep Number® r5 Bed
• Comfort layer for  
  responsive and resilient support 
• Intuitive, wireless  
 Sleep Number® remote

Fits Your RV Lifestyle
• Designed for your vehicle 
• Decades of durability 
• Lighter on the road 
• Several sizes for your RV

FREE CATALOGFREE CATALOG, go online or call & mention code MZ TL

CLUB SALE

$6777 Ultra Super Grip Chock, 2-Pack #85162 
Collapses to only 1" and expands to 101⁄2".  
Mfr. lifetime warranty. | Reg. $99.99

STARTING AT 
CLUB SALE

$8997

Available in 12', 25' 
and 50' hose length

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
 $35

Big Buddy Propane Heater #34073*  
Heats up to 400 sq. ft. 18,000 BTU.  
Reg. $172.99 | °
Select Stores | *Massachusetts and  
Canadian models available online | 

CLUB SALE
$13697

17"L x 10"W x 171⁄2"D

CLUB SALE

$4997
Multipurpose Table #87107 
Features faux wood finish with three height options. Use in multiple 
configurations: square, buffet, etc. | Reg. $78.99 | ° 

Table folds up for 
easy transport

311⁄2"L x 151⁄2"W

Extends from 
141⁄2" to 32" H

Leg extensions store 
inside folded table

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
 35%

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
  
$140

Folds to  
36"L x 291⁄2"W x 291⁄2"H

Cook Thanksgiving 
Turkey Oil-Free!

CLUB SALE

$9497
The Big Easy® TRU-Infrared Oil-less Turkey Fryer #75009 
Features an oil-less infrared cooking chamber—no hot oil to splatter or dispose of.  
Cooks up to 16 lb. turkey in 8-10 minutes per lb. Connects to a refillable 20 lb. propane  
tank (sold separately). Rotary ignition. | Reg. $129.99 | ° | 

16,000 BTUs

800 cu. in. 
cooking 
capacity

WHILE 
SUPPLIES 

LAST!

CLUB  
MEMBERS

Save 
   $35

Reg. $1979

Caribou Tumbler, 30 oz. #87752  
Ultra-durable stainless steel; won’t sweat. 
Individually tested to insure 100% vacuum 
insulation. | Reg. $33.99
20 oz. (not shown) #87751   
Club SALE $17.97 Reg. $22.99
NEW! Handie Handle Cup Holder 
Black #93854      Blue #93855   
Club SALE $13.97 Reg. $17.99

30 oz.

Handie 
Handle
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article by Ed Bolduc  photos by Ed Bolduc and Chris and Karen Dougherty

Torklift’s frame-mounted tie-downs  

and quick-connect turnbuckles stabilize 

truck campers on the road and speed up 

loading and off-loading

The 2017 Northstar 9.5 Igloo U fits perfectly 
in the F-350’s 8-foot bed. Torklift’s frame-
mounted tie-down system and a rubber 
mat ensure that the camper stays put.
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W
hether you’re driving on the interstate or traveling 
down a dirt road to your favorite fishing hole, 
a properly secured truck camper is a must. To 
accomplish this, truck campers come with four 

attachment points built into their frames — usually a metal 
plate with a hole in it or an eyebolt. Corresponding anchor 
points, called tie-downs, are installed on the pickup, and 
turnbuckles or other hardware secure the truck and camper 
at these points.

Torklift International makes a popular truck-camper 
tie-down system that uses brackets attached directly to the 
truck’s frame, the safest method for securing a truck and 
camper. For trucks built after 2001, installation requires 
no drilling and utilizes existing holes in the vehicle’s frame. 
Older trucks and those with aftermarket hitch receivers may 
require drilling.

To evaluate how Torklift’s frame-mounted tie-downs 
install and perform, we attached a set on a 2012 Ford F-350 
diesel-powered 4x4 with a regular cab, 8-foot bed and 
off-road package, and completed the project using the lift 
at Diamond RV Centre in West Hatfield, Massachusetts. 
Ordering the right tie-downs was easy using the Find Your Fit 
automated tie-down application guide on the Torklift website. 
Installation was straightforward with the provided manual, 
although we found some details in the black-and-white 
pictures difficult to see. A phone call to the tech-support 
number on the manual’s cover turned up online instructions 
with color pictures that were easier to follow.

The front of the truck frame on the passenger’s side 
was readily accessible, and installing that tie-down was a 

(1) Fuel-tank dimensions on the test truck varied slightly from those 
on other F-350s, preventing the supplied lower hook bolt from sliding 
into place. Torklift’s technicians quickly fabricated and shipped a 
custom bracket that fit perfectly. (2) On the front passenger’s side, 
the tie-down receiver is slid over the fasteners and held tightly to 
the frame. A flat washer, lock-washer and nut are added to each 
fastener. All nuts are torqued to the manufacturer’s specifications. 
(3) On the driver’s side, the center bolt is threaded onto the coiled 
end of the bolt fisher, along with a plate and star washer, and tugged 
carefully until it is pulled out of the hole in the frame. Star washers 
are used when it isn’t possible to place a wrench on the bolt head;  
the star washer helps keep the bolt from turning while it’s tightened.

1 3

2
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STRONG-ARM TACTICS

$16995
w/Free US/CDN Shipping

SAVE $30 Today! Use Promo Code TL1216

696 iBall 1-3 sq ad-TL TL116-1216.indd   1 10/13/15   1:55 PM

Dept TL127B, 
19 N. Columbia St., Suite 1 
Port Jefferson, NY 11777

Easy to Carry, Easy to Set Up, Easy to Paddle, 
Easy to Store, Could You Ask for More?
Our Sea Eagle 370 inflatable kayak provides instant adventure 
to go! This large 12’ 6” inflatable kayak packs to the size of 
a small duffel bag, inflates in less than 8 minutes and can 
be used almost anywhere there is water. Paddle wild rivers, 
remote ponds, scenic lakes... even ocean surf! The Sea Eagle 
370 weighs just 32 lbs., holds up to 650 lbs. of people & gear. 
This great inflatable kayak features 2 deluxe kayak seats with 
deluxe valves, 2 skegs for better tracking, 5 deluxe air valves, 
drain valve, rigid I-beam floor, spray skirts & carry handles. 
SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE - Our Sea Eagle 370 Pro Kayak 
Package includes: SE 370 kayak, 2 8’ 4-Part Aluminum 
Paddles, 2 Super Comfortable Deluxe Kayak Seats, Foot 
Pump, Repair Kit and Convenient Nylon Shoulder Strap 
Carry Bag that holds it all. 
NOW ONLY $349. with FREE SHIPPING! 
6 month Trial Guarantee / 3 Year Warranty Against Defects.
Visit SeaEagle.com for more details 
Call 1-800-748-8066 Mon-Fri, 9-5 EST

FREE Ground
Shipping to 48 
Contiguous US

America’s 
Most Popular 

Inflatable 
Kayak

ADVENTURE TO GO!

Join us on /SeaEagleBoats

Packs in 
a bag

SE370

Now
Just 
$349

breeze. U-shaped mounting brackets 
were slid onto the top and bottom of 
the C-channel frame (Torklift refers to 
these as “hook brackets”). A third bolt 
was inserted through a steel reinforcing 
plate and then through an existing hole 
in the frame.

Installation on the front driver’s 
side was more diffi cult because the fuel 
tank blocked access to the inside of the 
frame. The fuel tank was protected by a 
metal shield, and several bolts held the 
tank shield to the frame. These were 
removed, allowing the shield to hang 
out of the way.

The remainder of the driver’s-side 
installation was similar to the passen-
ger’s side. Hook brackets were used on 
the top and bottom of the frame, and a 
bolt was placed in an existing hole in the 
center of the frame. Due to the design 
of the tank on this particular truck, one 
of the hook brackets that came with 
the kit wouldn’t fi t. A call to Torklift’s 
engineering team with some photos and 
additional measurements was all it took 
to get a redesigned bracket shipped out 
at no charge.

Because of the location of the fuel 
tank, the center bolt and reinforce-
ment plate could not readily be inserted 
through the inside of the frame, so 
Torklift provided a special tool called a 
bolt fi sher. As the name implies, a bolt 
fi sher is a length of thin, rigid wire that 
is coiled at one end and used to pull, or 
“fi sh,” a bolt through a hole. Leaving the 
fi sh wire attached until a nut is installed 
ensures that the bolt can be retrieved 

FAST ON THE DRAW
Torklift’s FastGun turnbuckles 
have quick-release handles that 
allow the truck and truck camper to 
be connected — or disconnected — 
in seconds. Rubber O-rings make 
speedy work of setting the proper 
spring tension.
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THE  
LAST ROOF 
YOUR RV WILL 
EVER NEED.

The “Direct Bond” new  
RV roof system with a  
manufactured, custom fit.

Lightweight: Seamless, and 
maintenance free.

Convenient: Don’t Move!  
We’ll come to you and install your 
new roof. Two-day process with 
nationwide service.

Affordable: Less expensive than 
a traditional roof replacement.

Bonds directly over rubber, metal, 
fiberglass or wood decking.

FIND OUT WHY MANY EXPERTS  
CONSIDER RV ARMOR THE  

ULTIMATE RV ROOFING SOLUTION

www.RV-ARMOR.com
Call 855-RV-ARMOR (855-782-7667)

THE BEST  
WARRANTY

True Lifetime  
Material and  

Labor Warranty

NEVER GET ON 
YOUR ROOF AGAIN.

Finally, there is a Convenient, 
Affordable, Permanent,  
Guaranteed RV Roof.

GUARANTEED.

RV ARMOR is a Federally Registered Trademark  
of RV Armor, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

FINANCING AVAILABLE

easily if it falls back into the frame.
The parking-brake cable had to be 

relocated to avoid the newly installed 
tie-downs. This was easily accom-
plished with a supplied emergency-
brake bracket. The fuel-tank shield 
was reinstalled as the fi nal step for the 
driver’s side.

Because the F-350 had an aftermar-
ket hitch receiver, holes had to be drilled 
in the hitch-receiver side plates to install 
the rear tie-down receivers. If the truck 
had the factory hitch receiver, we could 
have used a kit that mounts directly to 
the truck frame without drilling.

The tie-down receivers fi t perfectly, 
with plenty of clearance for the exhaust 
tailpipes. Each tie-down insert was slid 
in place and fastened with an R-clip. 
For added security and to prevent 
theft, Torklift offers tie-down locks that 

replace the R-clips. They come in a 
package of four with all locks utilizing 
the same key.

To put the new tie-downs to the 
test, a 2017 Northstar 9.5 Igloo U was 
mounted on the F-350, courtesy of 

(4) All fasteners are tightened according to manufacturer’s specs using a 1⁄2-inch torque 
wrench. Some items on the frame may need to be relocated, depending on the application. 
(5) With the front driver’s-side installation complete, the emergency-brake cable is rerouted 
with a special bracket (arrow). (6) To mark the drilling location, the tie-down receivers 
are placed against the hitch-receiver side plates, as far rearward as possible, and used as 
templates. Drilling the required 7⁄16-inch hole in the thick side plate takes three steps, 
starting with a 1⁄8-inch pilot hole, followed by using a 1⁄4-inch drill bit and then a 7⁄16-inch bit. 
(7) The rear passenger’s-side tie-down receiver is mounted to clear the diesel exhaust pipes.

(8) Prior to assembling each FastGun, the 
turnbuckle (left), threaded hook bolt (center) 
and other associated hardware (right) are 
laid out and checked.
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Truck Camper Warehouse in West 
Chesterfi eld, New Hampshire. Bill 
Penney, the dealership’s owner, 
recommends using a rubber mat to 
protect the truck bed and the bottom 
of the camper. Spray-in bed liners 
contain rubber and can be used, but 

With their built-in RES™ rail expansion system, UltraGroove™ and UltraGroove Metal™ by Pace Edwards can 
instantly be outfi tted with Thule® or Yakima® racks to carry a wide range of recreational and construction gear. 
Remove racks, and you have a great retractable tonneau that’s easy-to-use and secure. 

To learn more visit www.Pace-Edwards.com

WHAT’S GOING ON TODAY?

(9) Initial assembly of the four turnbuckles is not diffi cult or time consuming, and no tools 
are needed. To start, the threaded 1⁄2-inch hook bolt is inserted, and a square nut is attached. 
(10) A rubber fl at washer is fi tted onto the hook bolt, and a nyloc nut ensures that everything 
stays in place. (11) To set the correct spring tension, a rubber O-ring is installed on the 
threaded hook bolt and pushed up until it is even with the bottom of the turnbuckle body. 
After the handle is locked down, the space between the O-ring and the turnbuckle body 
should measure 1⁄4 inch. By adjusting the gap to 1⁄4 inch and clamping down the lever, the 
spring applies the optimal pressure of 300 pounds.

Penney prefers rubber mats. Torklift 
advises against plastic bed liners that 
may result in horizontal movement or 
materials that might compress under 
the weight of the camper and cause 
vertical movement. Mounting the 
seven-way receptacle in the bed is rec-
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ommended to keep the rear connection 
free for trailer use.

With the truck camper loaded in 
the bed, it was time to install the turn-
buckles. Conventional installation is 
time-consuming and requires turning 
the center section of the turnbuckle 
until the necessary tension is reached, 
followed by tightening a locknut to 
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www.opuscamper.us
925 215 7315

Get Out. Stay Out
Meet OPUS® Camper, a lightweight & spacious Folding Camper 
designed to get you where you’re going and keep you there in comfort 
& style. The OPUS® Camper does not compromise on luxury, practicality, 
comfort or quality; it has it all! OPUS® is built from lightweight, long 
lasting materials & constructed for longevity, it takes you on road & off 
road with a massive load carrying capacity for all your adventure toys.

Start your next adventure today with OPUS®.

prevent it from loosening. A length of 
chain makes up the distance between 
the turnbuckle and the tie-downs.

Torklift’s solution is the FastGun 
turnbuckle, a considerable time-
saver. With FastGun’s quick-connect/
disconnect feature, installation is simply 
a matter of moving the handle into the 
locked position and inserting a locking 
pin. The quick-release feature is par-
ticularly useful if the turnbuckle covers 
the pickup’s fuel-filler door. FastGun’s 
spring-loaded mechanism also mitigates 
sudden jolts, such as potholes and 
speed bumps, preventing damage to the 
camper frame or tie-downs during travel.

Assembly was not difficult but 
required several minutes of turning 
the threaded J-hooks and test fitting, 
followed by more turning until the 
correct length was achieved. After the 
initial setup, installing each turnbuckle 
takes just a few seconds. Hook one 
end to the tie-down and the other to 
the corresponding attachment point on 
the camper, pull the handle closed and 
install the pin. Labels should be marked 
to indicate each turnbuckle’s location — 
for instance, “DF” for driver’s-side front 
and “PR” for passenger’s-side rear.

We were impressed with the con-
struction of the Torklift tie-downs and 
turnbuckles. Their ease of use made 
mounting a truck camper less of a chore. 
But most importantly, knowing that the 
camper was securely attached to the 
frame of the truck gave us peace of mind.

Torklift’s frame-mounted tie-downs 
have varying retail prices that depend 
on the application, with front tie-downs 
starting at $342.99 and rear tie-downs 
starting at $298.99. FastGun turnbuckles 
are sold in pairs that retail for $319.99. 
They come with a polished stainless-
steel finish, like the ones we installed, or 
powder-coating in white or gray. Torklift 
also makes a lightweight military-
grade aluminum-alloy tie-down system 
called Talon. Although these are more 
expensive than Torklift’s steel tie-downs, 
Talon tie-downs are lighter and won’t 
rust, a definite plus for those who live in 
areas where rust is a problem. q

Torklift International
800-246-8132
www.torklift.com/tiedowns O
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HANDS ON SWAG OFF ROAD BAJA BIN AND ALUMI LID  article and photos by Kevin Livingston

Storage 
Solution
Swag Off Road’s mounting 
bracket and lid make traveling 
with Rubbermaid ActionPackers 
practical and safe

(Above left) The aluminum Baja Bin protects the ActionPacker’s sides and lid, and opens to 
allow the plastic container to be lifted out for access. With an optional padlock, the mounting 
bracket also provides theft protection. An aluminum accessory mount for ammo cans keeps 
these boxes from moving around. (Above right) The ammo can bracket is mounted forward of 
the fi fth-wheel hitch in the truck bed, and the 8-gallon Baja Bin is bolted close to the tailgate.

DIFFICULTY 1 2 3 4 5

TIME TO COMPLETE 1 HOUR

TOOLS NEEDED  TAPE MEASURE, 
DRILL MOTOR AND BITS, 

WRENCHES OR SOCKET SET

only do they anchor an 8- or 24-gallon 
ActionPacker, they help protect against 
damage over time and provide a base 
for stacking without collapsing the con-
tainer’s lid or side walls.

The Baja Bin and Alumi Lid are 
made from lightweight yet rigid 1⁄8-
inch-thick laser-cut and -stamped 
aluminum sheet, which creates rug-
ged pieces. Laser-cut holes are placed 
symmetrically throughout the top and 
bottom of the Baja Bin, which reduces 
weight and allows dimpling. The pro-
vided hinges, nuts, bolts, detent pins 
and latches are all stainless steel.

To install the Baja Bin, choose a 
location such as a truck bed or storage 
compartment where there is enough 
room to swing open the top and bolt 
down the bottom. Then mark the four 
5⁄16-inch hole positions, drill the holes, 
and bolt the bracket in place. The 
ActionPacker is simply lowered into the 
Baja Bin, and the top is latched down; a 
pin or optional padlock secures the top. 

An 8-gallon ActionPacker can 
be lifted out of the Baja Bin with ease. 
The bin for the 24-gallon ActionPacker, 
which will likely be heavy when loaded, 
has a fold-
down front 
section so it 
can be slid out 

without lifting. The 8-gallon Baja Bin 
retails for $145, and the 24-gallon 
model sells for $175.

The Alumi Lid, an optional acces-
sory, attaches to the predrilled Baja 
Bin top with a couple of additional 
bolts and detent pins with rings. The 
two bolts make up a quick hook-and-
hinge application at one end, while the 
two detents lock things down at the 
other. The lid provides a basic plat-
form for stacking or allows mounting 
of tools or accessories. It's available 
for the 8-gallon Baja Bin and has a 
retail price of $53.

 If smaller storage containers are 
needed, the company offers similar 
mounting systems for .30- and .50-
caliber ammo cans.

Swag Off Road’s storage solutions 
add versatility and perform as intended. 
American-made quality, obvious tough-
ness and innovation turn simple plastic 
containers into valuable assets for 
RVers who can use a little more space 
to stash necessary items. q

Swag Off Road
541-915-2775, www.swagoffroad.com

F inding adequate space for storing 
items in any RV is an ongoing 

battle. Most of us want to take too 
much, as we never know what will be 
needed away from home. And keeping 
the stuff organized can also be a chal-
lenge. Trailer owners tend to fi ll up the 
truck bed or the back of the SUV with 
items that won’t fi t in the RV’s storage 
compartments, and motorhome owners 
love to pack their dinghy vehicles.

One of the most versatile storage 
containers is the Rubbermaid Action-
Packer, a durable plastic box and lid 
with lockable latches. But leaving these 
weather-resistant containers in the bed 
of an unattended truck makes them vul-
nerable to theft, and the back of an SUV 
is not much more protected. And let’s not 
forget that these containers slide around 
in transit, many times out of reach.

Swag Off Road, a company with 
roots in the off-highway-vehicle acces-
sory business, markets the Baja Bin 
and Alumi Lid, a couple of aluminum-
based products specifi cally designed for 
securing ActionPacker containers. Not 

Baja Bin framework adds a solid 
foundation to the popular Rubbermaid ActionPacker container, 
making it practical for mounting in a pickup bed.

SECURE FOOTING »
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Visit your local Camping World SuperCenter to apply!
Not near a store? Call: 1-844-271-2591  Click: GoodSam.com/CreditCard  

TDD/TTY 1-888-819-1918

FOR EVERY $1 SPENT
2,000 BONUS POINTS 
the first time you use your card for a purchase (up to $25 value)

DOUBLE POINTS 
on purchases outside Camping World & Good Sam for the first 
90 days (up to 2,000 points/$25 value)

REDEEM 
points for cash back as a statement credit, Good Sam memberships, 
restaurant, retail and gas gift cards, plus, MUCH more!

POINTS at Camping World and on 
Good Sam purchases

POINT everywhere else VISA® is accepted

POINTS on gas & at private campgrounds 
in the U.S. & Canada2

NEW BENEFIT  Earn 3 points on gas purchases2

FOR EVERY $1 SPENT

1  O�er subject to credit approval. Cardholders will earn five (5) points for every one dollar ($1.00) of Net Purchases spent on Good Sam Club related products and services made on their Account rounded to the nearest dollar. 
“Good Sam Club eligible purchases,” are defined as products and services purchased from Good Sam Enterprises, LLC and its a�liates and partners, including but not limited to the following: Coast to Coast, Camping World, 
Good Sam, TL Enterprises, and NGIC. Cardholders will earn three (3) points for every one dollar ($1.00) of Net Purchases made at any gas station and any retail establishments that classify their merchant location to Visa as 
Campgrounds and Trailer Parks within the U.S. and Canada. For all other purchases made anywhere else, Cardholders will earn one (1) point for every one dollar ($1.00) of Net Purchases made on their Account rounded to the 
nearest dollar. A one-time bonus award of (2,000) Rec Rewards Points will be awarded to new cardholders after the first purchase is posted to the Account. Bonus Rec Rewards Points will be posted approximately 30 days after 
the initial qualifying transaction. Cardholders will earn double points (up to 2,000 bonus points total) on all purchases made outside Good Sam or Camping World within the first 90 days of account opening. The Rec Rewards 
program is provided by Comenity Capital Bank and its terms may discontinue or change at any time. For Full terms and Conditions please visit www.comenity.net/goodsamcampingworld.

2 Each merchant is assigned a code by a third party that indicates the merchant’s area of business. Bonus points will only be awarded if the merchant code for the purchase matches a category eligible for the o�er. Comenity 
Capital Bank does not have the ability to control assignment of merchant codes. 

3 Standard variable Purchase APR of 25.24%, 20.24%, and 14.24% based on the Prime Rate and your creditworthiness. Balance Transfer and Cash Advance APR of 26.24%, based on the Prime Rate. Balance Transfer Fee of the greater 
of $10 or 3% of the amount of the balance transfer. Cash Advance Fee of the greater of $10 or 5% of the amount of the cash advance. Convenience Check Fee of the greater of $10 or 5% of the amount of the convenience check. 
Foreign Transaction Fee of 3% of each transaction in U.S. dollars. Minimum Interest charge is $2.00 per credit plan.

The Good Sam | Camping World Visa® and Good Sam | Camping World Visa Signature® cards are issued by Comenity Capital Bank, pursuant to license from Visa® U.S.A. Inc  GCR51237 - 0816

GIVE YOURSELF THE 
GIFT OF REWARDS!
Open A Good Sam | Camping World Visa® 
Credit Card Account and earn up to

NO ANNUAL FEE3
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Magnetic Oven-Door Fix
After many years of use, the oven door on our SunnyBrook 
27FKS’s Wedgewood Vision stove no longer closed tightly, 
allowing heat to escape when we used the oven. I disas-
sembled the door and inspected the springs and hinges, and 
found nothing broken or out of alignment. To fi x this problem, 
I ordered 3⁄4-inch by 1⁄8-inch rare-earth magnets from Lee 
Valley Tools (www.leevalley.com; part number 99K32.11) and 
placed one magnet inside the door seal at each top corner.

This is the perfect fi x! The oven door now closes tightly 
and stays closed, yet it’s easy to open.
Bob Moye, Ajax, Ontario

No-Fuss Hitch Grease
No matter how careful I was, I always made a mess when I greased the 
hitch ball. I came up with an idea that has worked great, and everyone I’ve 
shown the fi x to has taken the time to duplicate it. My brother uses it for 
his fi fth-wheel as well. 

I remove about half the grease from the container to lower the level. 
I shortened the wooden handle of a foam paint brush so it will fi t easily 
inside the container. I also cut off a bit of the foam on the end so the 
brush is a little stiffer. I store the foam brush in the middle of the grease 
container and screw the cap back on. No fuss, no mess. 
Pete Riehl, Portland, Oregon q

TRIED-AND-TRUE TIPS FROM RVERS

To send your submission, write to 10-Minute Tech, 2750 Park View Court, Suite 240, Oxnard, California 93036 or email 10minutetech@trailerlife.com. 
Please include an illustration or photo, if applicable. Trailer Life will pay $35 for original 10-Minute Tech ideas. All payments require an SSN or FEIN.

One-Step
Battery Disconnect
I got tired of removing the cover on my 12-volt trailer battery 
every time I was not using it and having to take the nut off the 

positive battery post to disconnect the cable. So 
I purchased a keyed battery-disconnect switch 
from an auto-parts store and installed it right 

into the plastic cover on the battery box. There 
was room inside the corner of the cover to install the 
switch and have clearance for the terminals on the 

back to not touch anything. 
It was easy to do, and I can store the key 

with the battery by putting a short cable or 
chain on it and drilling a receiver hole on 
the side of the plastic battery-box mount (or 
put it elsewhere). By mounting the switch 

this way, it is enclosed within the cover and 

protected from the weather. It performs perfectly, is trouble-
free and removes all 12-volt DC power from the trailer when 
it’s not in use.
Dennis Callison, Coleman, Michigan
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follow
ing 

item
s 

or 
brands: 

Inside 
Track 

Club 
m

em
bership, 

Extended 
Service Plan, gift card, open box item

, 3 day Parking Lot Sale item
, 

autom
otive lifts, com

pressors, fl oor jacks, saw
 m

ills, storage cabinets, 
chests or carts, trailers, trenchers, w

elders, Adm
iral, Badland, Brem

en, 
CoverPro, Daytona, Diablo, Doyle, Earthquake, Franklin, Grant’s, Hercules, 
Holt, 

Jupiter, 
Lynxx, 

M
addox, 

Portland, 
Predator, 

Quinn, 
Stik-Tek, 

Storm
Cat, Union, Vanguard, Viking. Not valid on prior purchases. Non-

transferable. Original coupon m
ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. 

20%
OFF

ANY
 

SINGLE 
ITEM

SUPER COUPON
SUPER COUPON

LIM
IT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. 

Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com
 or by calling 800-423-2567. 

Offer good while supplies last. Shipping & Handling charges m
ay apply if not 

picked 
up 

in-store. 
Non-transferable. 

Original 
coupon 

m
ust 

be 
presented. 

Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one FREE GIFT coupon per custom

er per day. 

FREEW
ITH ANY

 PURCHASE

QUALITY TOOLS
LOW

EST PRICES
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY

LIM
IT 5 - G

ood at our stores or H
arborFreight.com

 or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used w

ith other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from

 original purchase w
ith original receipt. 

O
ffer good w

hile supplies last. N
on-transferable. O

riginal coupon m
ust be 

presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

LIM
IT 7 - G

ood at our stores or H
arborFreight.com

 or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used w

ith other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from

 original purchase w
ith original receipt. 

O
ffer good w

hile supplies last. N
on-transferable. O

riginal coupon m
ust be 

presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

LIM
IT 8 - G

ood at our stores or H
arborFreight.com

 or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used w

ith other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from

 original purchase w
ith original receipt. 

O
ffer good w

hile supplies last. N
on-transferable. O

riginal coupon m
ust be 

presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

SUPER 

COUPON

SUPER 

COUPON

SUPER 

COUPON

LIM
IT 4 - G

ood at our stores or H
arborFreight.com

 or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used w

ith other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from

 original purchase w
ith original receipt. 

O
ffer good w

hile supplies last. N
on-transferable. O

riginal coupon m
ust be 

presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

SUPER 

COUPON

How
 Does Harbor Freight 

Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 
at the LOW

EST Prices?
W

e have invested m
illions 

of dollars in our ow
n 

state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and m

illions m
ore in 

our factories, so our tools 
w

ill go toe-to-toe w
ith the 

top professional brands. 
And w

e can sell them
 for a 

fraction of the price because 
w

e cut out the m
iddle m

an 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that sim

ple! 
Com

e visit one of our 
700 + Stores Nationw

ide.

LIM
IT 5 - G

ood at our stores or H
arborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used w

ith other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from
 original 

purchase w
ith original receipt. O

ffer good w
hile supplies last. N

on-transferable. O
riginal 

coupon m
ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim

it one coupon per custom
er per day.

LIM
IT 5 - G

ood at our stores or H
arborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used w

ith other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from
 original 

purchase w
ith original receipt. O

ffer good w
hile supplies last. N

on-transferable. O
riginal 

coupon m
ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim

it one coupon per custom
er per day.

WOW
SUPER 

COUPON

WOW
SUPER 

COUPON

SUPER 

COUPON
SUPER 

COUPON

SUPER 

COUPON
SUPER 

COUPON
SUPER 

COUPON

LIM
IT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from

 original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon m

ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

LIM
IT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from

 original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon m

ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

LIM
IT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from

 original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon m

ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

LIM
IT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from

 original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon m

ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

LIM
IT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from

 original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon m

ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.
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arbor Freight Tools, the “com
p at” price m

eans that the sam
e item

 or a 
sim

ilar functioning item
 w

as advertised for sale at or above the "com
p at" price 

by another retailer in the U
.S

. w
ithin the past 180 days. P

rices advertised by 
others m

ay vary by location. N
o other m

eaning of "com
p at" should be im

plied. 
For 

m
ore 

inform
ation, 

go 
to 

H
arborFreight.com

 
or 

see 
store 

associate.

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

$16
9
9
9

 $189
99 

189
99 

 $49
99 

$49
99  $8

99 
$8 $8

99 

comp at 
$399.99

 30", 5 DRAW
ER 

TOOL CART 
ITEM

  95272 show
n

63308/69397 /61427

• 704 lb. capacity

Customer Rating

SAVE 
$230

SAVE 
$180

SAVE 
$453

SAVE 
$59

SAVE 
$228

SAVE 
65%

SAVE 
50%

SAVE 
66%

SAVE 
$179

SAVE 
66%

SAVE 
57%

72" x 80" 
M

OVING BLANKET

ITEM
  66537 show

n
69505 /62418

comp at $17 .97 

 $5
99 

Customer Rating

12 VOLT, 10/2/50 AM
P

 BATTERY CHARGER/
ENGINE STARTER 

comp at 
$69 .99 

 $29
99 

ITEM
 60581

60653 show
n

LIM
IT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 
be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from

 original 
purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 
coupon m

ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim
it one coupon per custom

er per day.

WOW
SUPER COUPON

$3
9
9 $4

99 
$4 $

99 

SAVE 
77%

 16 OZ. HAM
M

ERS
 W

ITH FIBERGLASS HANDLE 

comp at $17.99
YOUR 

CHOICE
Customer Rating

 ITEM
  69006

60715/60714
 ITEM

 47873 show
n 

69005/61262

 CLAW
 

RIP

comp at $752 .99 

 $299
99 

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC W
INCH 

W
ITH REM

OTE CONTROL AND 
AUTOM

ATIC BRAKE
ITEM

   61256/61889
60813 show

n

comp at 
$20.26

 $9
99 

ITEM
 60625 show

n
 95578/69645 

 4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER  
4000 PEAK/

3200 RUNNING W
ATTS

6.5 HP (212 CC)
 GAS GENERATORS

Customer Rating

$289
99

SUPER

COUPON
3200 RUNNING W

ATTS
Customer 

COUPON

Cu

S
U

P
E
R

   Q
U

IE
T

comp at 
$469

ITEM
  69675/69728/63090/63089

CALIFORNIA ONLY 

ITEM
  63079/69729/63080/69676 show

n 

• 
70 dB 
Noise 
Level

Customer Rating $9
99 
comp at 

$29.97  

 SOLAR ROPE LIGHT 
ITEM

 62533/68353 show
n

• 
16 ft. lit, 22 ft. long

 $39
99 

comp at $99

18 VOLT CORDLESS
 1/2" DRILL/DRIVER W

ITH 
KEYLESS CHUCK

ITEM
 62427
63059

  68850 show
n  

Includes one 
18V NiCd 

battery and 
charger.

STEP STOOL/
W

ORKING PLATFORM

ITEM
 62515 

66911 show
n

comp at $57 .55 

 $19
99 

• 
350 lb. 
capacity

6.5 HP  (212 CC) OHV
HORIZONTAL SHAFT 

GAS ENGINES  

 $99
99 

comp at 
$328

ITEM
 68121/69727 show

n
CALIFORNIA ONLY

ITEM
   60363/69730  

$8
9
9
9 $99

99 
$99

99 

 $14
99 

$14
$14

99 

 $49
99 

$4949
99 

 $29
99 

$29
$29

99 

 $119
99 

119
99 

 $13
99 

$13
$13

99 
 $399

99 
399

99 
 $339

99 
339

99 

comp at 
$269.99

 RAPID PUM
P

® 3 TON 
LOW

 PROFILE 
HEAVY DUTY STEEL 
FLOOR JACK 

• W
eighs 73 lbs.

20"

ITEM
  61282 show

n
61253/62326 

3-1/2" SU
P

ER
 B

R
IG

H
T

N
IN

E LED
 A

LU
M

IN
U

M
FLA

SH
LIG

H
T

ITEM
 69052 show

n
69111/62522/62573

VALUE
 $4

97 

WOW
SUPER COUPON

LIM
IT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 

be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from
 original 

purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 

coupon m
ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim

it one coupon per custom
er per day.

$5
9
9

 $8
99 

$8
99 

comp at $19.97

YOUR CHOICE

 9 PIECE FULLY POLISHED 
COM

BINATION 
W

RENCH SETS 
SAE
ITEM

 69043/63282 
42304 show

n

M
ETRIC

ITEM
 42305

69044/63171

SAVE 
70%

Customer Rating

WOW
SUPER COUPON

LIM
IT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com

 or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot 

be used with other discount or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from
 original 

purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original 

coupon m
ust be presented. Valid through 3/15/17. Lim

it one coupon per custom
er per day.

3 GALLON,  100 PSI OILLESS 
AIR COM

PRESSORS 

ITEM
 69269

97080 show
n

A. HOT DOG ITEM
  95275 show

n 
60637/61615

B. PANCAKE

YOUR 
CHOICE

A

B

$3
9
9
9

 $59
99 

$59
99 

comp at 
$98.62

SAVE 
59%

Customer Rating
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PRODUCTS 
WHAT’S NEW PRODUCTS AND GEAR TO IMPROVE YOUR RV LIFESTYLE

Outdoor-Adventure Box
Stumped on what to give adventure-
some friends and family members 
for the holidays? Consider a Cairn 
gift subscription. Cairn is an outdoor 
enthusiast’s version of a monthly wine 
club that puts three to six innovative 
and useful new outdoor products 
worth up to $50 into the hands of 
subscribers every month. Recipients 
can customize the subscription to 
receive products from the areas of 
interest they enjoy most. For holiday 
gift-givers with deeper pockets, 
Cairn’s upgraded Obsidian box 
arrives four times a year loaded with 
high-end gear, clothing, food and 
other outdoor goodies valued at more 
than $300 per shipment. 

MSRP: Original: $25/month
Obsidian: $199/quarter
888-878-7044, www.getcairn.com
Circle 137 on Reader Service Card

by Bruce W. Smith
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Light My Yule Log
It’s just a palm-sized plastic-
covered brick with a red pull-string, 
but within seconds of yanking that 
string, the Pull Start Fire begins 
smoking and is soon burning twice 
as hot as conventional fi re starters, 
according to the manufacturer. 
Just loop the green string around 
your holiday Yule log or the bottom 
timber in your fi re pit, pull the 
red string, and — boom! — the 
5-inch fi re starter does the rest. No 
matches, no lighter, no accelerants. 
The eco-friendly Pull Start Fire 
contains recycled materials and is 
said to burn for up to half an hour, 
even in windy, wet weather. Each 
fi re starter comes wrapped in thick-
plastic waterproof packaging.

MSRP: $24.95 for six
www.pullstartfi re.com
Circle 139 on Reader Service Card

Soften the Ride
Geny Industries’ Rubber Torsion 
Flex Hitch combines the fl exibility of 
an adjustable weight-carrying ball 
mount with a mechanism that offers 
a smoother ride when towing. The 
company claims it’s able to reduce 
shock transfer by using heavy-duty 
rubber cords to cushion the ball from 
the shank. In addition to smoothing 
the ride, the hitch comes with a 
gauge to monitor and adjust hitch 
weight for a properly balanced load. 
The powder-coated ball mount is 
available in 2- to 2.5-inch shank 
sizes and 16,000- to 21,000-pound 
capacities, with drop sizes ranging 
from 5 to 15 inches to fi t a wide 
range of towing applications. Geny’s 
Versa-Ball hitch ball is included.

MSRP: $490
574-218-6363, www.genyhitch.com
Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

(RAS) gives factory springs the ability to 
carry the load without compromising 
ride quality, solo or towing, according to 
the manufacturer. The RAS retrofi t uses 
a variable-rate coil spring attached above 
the leaf-spring pack to convert the passive rear 
suspension into an active mechanical suspension. RAS 
is said to reduce trailer sway in crosswinds and improve 
overall handling, stability and safety. It comes with a 
30-day money-back guarantee. 

MSRP: Starting at $429
800-398-5036, www.activesuspension.com
Circle 140 on Reader Service Card q

the leaf-spring pack to convert the passive rear 

PRODUCTSPOTLIGHT
� � �

� � �

Take a Load Off
Standard rear leaf springs on pickup trucks and vans can 
fl atten out under the hitch weight of a trailer, and adding 
leaf-type overloads to help reduce fl ex can create a harsh 
ride when not towing. Roadmaster Active Suspension 

(RAS) gives factory springs the ability to 
carry the load without compromising 
ride quality, solo or towing, according to 
the manufacturer. The RAS retrofi t uses 
a variable-rate coil spring attached above 
the leaf-spring pack to convert the passive rear 
suspension into an active mechanical suspension. RAS 
is said to reduce trailer sway in crosswinds and improve 
overall handling, stability and safety. It comes with a Take a Load Off
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Everything you need is within reach.

RIVERSIDE RESORT RV PARK
LAUGHLIN, NEVADA

We’re pleased to o�er you the following special
Trailer Life Weekly Rate.*

                     $129 WEEKLY RATE
               Plus…Two Complimentary Breakfast Bu�ets!

To Make Your Riverside RV Park Reservations
CALL 1.800.227.3849

ASK FOR THE TRAILER LIFE SPECIAL WEEKLY RATE.
*Excludes holidays and special event periods. Subject to availability. Two complimentary  

Breakfast Buffets per space, per week (excludes Sunday Champagne Brunch).  
Management reserves all rights. Offer valid through December 23, 2016.

                     
Plus

RiversideResort.com

RR.RVPark.Dec2016.TLMagzne.indd   1 9/2/16   4:14 PM
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REPAIR BILLS HAPPEN.
GOOD SAM MAKES THEM  
UNHAPPEN.

The Extended Service Plan pays to fix major repairs, guaranteed. 
Good at any repair facility • 2000+ Good Sam PREFERRED Providers 

Rates locked in from 3-7 years on new policies • Flexible payment options 
The backing of Good Sam – 100% satisfaction guarantee

GoodSamESP.com 877-273-9188
PROTECT YOURSELF FROM HIGH REPAIR BILLS TODAY

CALL OR CLICK FOR A FREE, NO OBLIGATION QUOTE

All program benefits are subject to limitations set forth in the current Terms & Conditions. ESP is available to U.S. residents only. Designed for the Good Sam Club by Affinity Brokerage, 
LLC. ©2016 Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. GOOD SAM and the GOOD SAM ICON are registered trademarks of Good Sam Enterprises, LLC. Unauthorized use of any of GSE, LLC’s 
trademarks is expressly prohibited. All rights reserved. ADTL9188DEC16  GSP51312 - 0916

PR-GSP51312 Dec TL Ad.indd   1 9/12/16   3:18 PM
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THE TECH TEAM
CHRIS DOUGHERTY: Technical editor for Trailer Life and MotorHome, Chris is an 
RVDA/RVIA certifi ed technician, former service manager and lifelong RVer.

JEFF JOHNSTON: Jeff served as technical director of Trailer Life for 20 years and 
has been an RV enthusiast, mechanic and writer since he could hold a wrench.

VACUUM TOILETS 
AT HIGH ELEVATIONS

Q I own a 2013 Bounder motorhome 
with two Dometic SeaLand toilets 

connected to a vacuum pump, and I’ve 
found that these toilets are affected by 
altitude. Have you heard of this issue? 

The toilets work fi ne in Florida, 
where I live, but they struggle to 
achieve the needed vacuum when 
traveling to elevations above 6,000 feet. 
These are basically marine toilets de-
signed to be operated at sea level. 

Note that both toilets are on the 
curbside opposite the black-tank drain. 
Toilets on the driver’s side can depend 
on gravity.
Dennis Chouinard, Titusville, Florida

A This type of vacuum-fl ush toilet 
is used on Class A motorhomes 

and higher-end fi fth-wheel trailers. 
A couple of things could be happening 
here. First, at 6,000 feet, the air starts 
getting fairly thin, so any device that 
depends on pumping air, either a 
compressor or a vacuum pump, is 
going to work harder and pump longer 
to accomplish a given task. Second, 
if you have any air leaks in the system, 
the pump will likewise be working 
extra hard to do the job. We’ve heard 
from other users who likewise report 
the pump takes as much as twice 
as long to “recharge” the system for 
fl ushing, so your altitude experience 
is likely fairly common.

I recommend taking the coach 
to a service center familiar with that 
Dometic SeaLand system and having 
it checked for leaks. Have technicians 
check the pump units, as well, as those 
can also develop sealing problems 
around the pump mechanism. With the 
pumps in good shape, they'll be better 
able to handle the thinner air at alti-
tude. — Jeff Johnston

REFRIGERATOR POWER

Q We are new to RVing and wanted 
to try it out on a light budget, just 

in case it’s not our thing. We found an 
amazing deal on a 2006 30-foot Cita-
tion Supreme fi fth-wheel. It’s well 
laid out and solar-equipped, and is an 
all-round solid unit that had been kept 
in amazingly good condition. We tried 
it out on a six-week trek across the 
United States and love it! 

The only problem we have found is 
the refrigerator. It is a two-way model, 
120-volt AC or propane. Although the 

Start with a trip to a public scale or the scale at a 
truck stop with the trailer in loaded and ready-to-travel 
mode. The scale will tell you what the trailer axles and 
hitch weigh, and you can also learn your truck axle 
weights to be sure all the other weight-related factors for 
your combination are up to snuff. 

That said, there are some folks who will run the side-
wall at maximum pressure all the time. The risk you run 
doing this is accelerated center tire wear, and if you tow 
a lot of miles, you may be replacing the tires sooner 
rather than later, but this is certainly safer than running 
the tires on low pressure. 

For maximum tire life, adjust the tire pressure to the 
actual weight carried by the tire. — Chris Dougherty

TRAILER TIRE WOES

Q I just replaced all four tires on my Keystone 298RE 
travel trailer after one failed. The failed tire went fl at 

with no indication of a problem while driving. It looked OK 
when we got to our destination, but a few days later I found 
it to be fl at when checking the pressure. When the remain-
ing tires were removed, they all were out of shape and had 
bulges. The trailer is only two years old and has less than 
7,000 miles on it. I always check tire pressure. I replaced 
the stock D-rated tires with E-rated Maxxis ST tires. 

The suggested pressure for the original D-rated tires 
was 65 PSI. How much air should I put in the E-rated 
tires, and will 80 PSI cause uneven wear? I estimate the 
trailer weighs about 8,500 pounds.
Vinny Rizzo, New Port Richey, Florida

A Two years and 7,000 miles seems like a ridiculously 
low service life for any tire. Since you didn’t mention 

what size Maxxis tire you purchased, I can’t give you the 
infl ation pressure, but you need to know, with certainty, 
what your RV weighs, and then use the load and infl ation 
table available on the Maxxis Tire website to determine 
the proper infl ation pressure. 

RV CLINIC ADVICE FROM OUR TECH TEAM
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RV CLINIC

refrigerator and the fifth-wheel are 
heavily insulated, and the refrigera-
tor is very efficient when plugged in 
to 120-volt AC, we found items in the 
fridge to be cool but not cold after 
a long day of travel. I am concerned 
about using the propane mode while on 
the road, and obviously 120-volt AC is 
not an option when you are moving. 

Short of replacing the refrigerator 
with a three-way model, is there an 
option to keep it running while on the 
road? Would it be reasonable to install 
an inverter that would allow the fridge 
to run from the solar/12-volt batteries 
while we are driving?
Lyn Overholt, Eagle Bay, British Columbia

A Starting out with an affordable RV 
to test the waters, so to speak, is a 

smart idea, and we’re glad you’ve en-
joyed it. Yes, you could use an inverter 
to power the refrigerator when driving, 
and the battery charge line from your 
tow vehicle would help keep the batter-
ies charged, along with the solar-panel 
charger setup. This will draw a fair 
amount of current, and you’ll need to 
evaluate your refrigerator’s power draw 
on 120 volts AC, the size and condition 
of the batteries and so forth to deter-
mine how to assemble a proper setup.

Alternately, just use LP-gas as 
power for the fridge while driving. This 
is a bit of a controversial subject, and 
there are people on both sides of this 
fence, but a lot of people use LP-gas 
while on the road. There are a few 
places where it’s not legal, especially in 
some areas in the Eastern part of the 
country, and you need to shut off LP-
gas-powered devices when refueling to 
avoid sparking any fires. LP-gas is the 
most efficient way to power your RV’s 
refrigerator, and it should work great 
for what you want to do. — J.J.

PICKUP ENGINE BRAKING

Q I have a 2003 Chevy Silverado 
with the transmission brake. We 

are planning a trip to Montana and  
Yellowstone from Louisiana and would 
like some advice on how and when to 
apply the transmission brake for the 
best results. 
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This 5mph Accident

The GiraffeG4 System
would have prevented it!

Cost $7,000 to Repair

1-877-543-1087
GiraffeG4.com

Deb & John Bylinski
Heartland Owners
Club, Northeast

3 months into ownership of our rig we had a height 
related accident. At a fuel stop, we cleared the 
stations overhead going into the fuel island, but 
there was a road grade change that altered the 
clearance height. We hit the overhead as we pulled 
out . . . we brought the damaged rig to our dealership. 
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I do have several years of 18- 
wheeler experience, so I know about 
mountain driving, but the pickup is not 
the same as having a Jake brake. Is 
there any need to add an engine brake 
for better control on downhill grades?
Mark Bevill, Blanchard, Louisiana

A First, we’re not sure what you 
mean by “transmission brake,” but 

we’re assuming it’s the transmission-
shift hold feature rather than a braking 
system, per se. Also, you didn’t say 
how large a trailer you’re towing, so we 
can’t use that information as part of 
the basis for our answer. 

In general, that transmission-shift 
hold feature allows you to shift down 
and use engine-compression braking to 
help maintain a safe speed on downhill 
grades without relying completely on 
your truck’s service brakes. That helps 
avoid overheating the truck’s brakes, 
and the resultant fading and reduction 
of braking power. The transmission 
holdback feature does a pretty good job.

You also didn’t say which engine 
your 2003 Silverado has, but since  
you are asking about an engine brake, 
we’re going to assume it has the Dura-
max diesel. 

It’s important to understand the dif-
ference between an engine brake, which 
you refer to, and an exhaust brake. An 
engine brake, like the Jacobs (“Jake”) 
brake you’re familiar with, changes the 
engine’s exhaust-valve timing to create 
resistance in the combustion chamber, 
which in turn slows the vehicle. Engine 
brakes, like the Jake brake, are already 
integrated into the powertrain package, 
so there isn’t one available for the Du-
ramax through the aftermarket. Even if 
there was, it would be very expensive to 
purchase and install. 

An exhaust brake, which is readily 
available in the aftermarket from sev-
eral companies, closes off the exhaust 
system when activated, creating back-
pressure in the cylinders that results 
in resistance that slows the vehicle. 
Generally speaking, they are two dif-
ferent methods of achieving the same 
goal. Exhaust brakes are effective in 
controlling downhill speed and also re-
duce service brake wear, which is why 

they are integrated in current diesel 
engines. — J.J.

CROOKED CORNERS

Q I have a 2014 Forest River Surveyor. 
The plastic trim insert covering 

the screws cracked, split and was fail-
ing. When I removed it from the slide, 
I discovered the miter joints on the 
trim were not tight. There was more 
than half an inch gap at the corners. 
The only one that was tight was the top 
left; the rest were filled in with black 
rubber. There were others with minor 
cosmetic problems that I repaired. 

Do you think the trim gaps will  
create a problem?
Richard Bowman, Lodi, California

A Unfortunately, this is a common 
occurrence, Richard, and I have 

seen it a number of times. I have also 
documented where this can cause 
leaking, especially if the manufacturer 
uses foam tape instead of a butyl seal-
ant when installing the trim.

I recommend looking closely at the 
trim joint for any apparent water entry. 
If it looks like there’s been a breach, 
then removal and reinstallation of 
the trim is recommended, as well as 
resealing the trim with a product like 
Seal-Tite Corner Seal tape from Dicor. 
This way, even if the joint doesn’t meet 
together correctly, it will still be sealed.

If the joint looks like it is dry, then 
applying additional sealant and secur-
ing new corner covers may be the way 
to go. Covering the roof seam and the 
top of the wall seam with EternaBond 
tape would also be a good idea. Be 
sure to follow the installation instruc-
tions carefully. — C.D.

BRAKE-CONTROLLER BLUES

Q We have a 2004 Kountry Star 
fifth-wheel equipped with four 

hydraulic-disc brakes. I have towed it 
with my 2004 Ram 3500 diesel with an 
aftermarket Draw-Tite brake controller 
and have had no problems. I recently 
purchased a 2016 Ram 3500 diesel, 
and it came equipped with a factory-
installed brake controller. 
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RV CLINIC

CALL
1-800-444-1476
mention priority code 558 GoodSamRVLoans.com/558

VISIT

The Good Sam Finance Center Offers:
• Refinancing of Existing RV Loans
• Same Rates for New or Used RVs

• Private Party RV Loans
• Loans for Full-Timers

5.49%**

on loan amounts of $15k to $24,999
3.99%**

on loan amounts of $25k to $49,999

3.89%**

on loan amounts of $50k+

APR is fixed for the life of the loan. Other rates with different loan terms are available. Rates are accurate as of September 
22, 2016. See our website for current rates and terms, as well as financing for Full-Timers and loan amounts below $15,000.

APRs* AS LOW AS

Take advantage of
Today’s Low Rates

* Estimated APR (Annual Percentage Rate). Subject to consumer loan program requirements and credit approval. 
Certain fees, closing costs, and restrictions may apply.

** Rates and terms may vary with market conditions and are subject to change without notice. APR applied to 
the loan is the APR in effect on the date the application is received and is valid until 30 days after the loan 
is approved. APRs may vary with loan term. For a refinance request, RV must be 2006 model year or newer. 
For a purchase request, RV must be 2008 model year or newer. Maximum loan to value is determined by the 
following: credit score and model year, with collateral value being established per NADA Used Wholesale 
Base Trade-in value. Maximum loan term may vary based on model year, loan amount, loan type and lender 
guidelines. Example of a recreational use RV loan: A 7 year fixed-rate $55,000 loan. Based on an APR of 3.89%, 
this loan has 84 monthly payments of $749.00 each.

Good Sam Finance Center™ provided through Essex Credit, a division of Bank of the West. In South Dakota, 
Bank of the West operates as Bank of the West California. NMLS ID # 19116. Member FDIC.
©2016 Good Sam Finance Center. GOOD SAM and the GOOD SAM ICON are registered trademarks of Good 
Sam Enterprises, LLC. Unauthorized use of any of GSE, LLC’s trademarks is 
expressly prohibited. All rights reserved. GRL51254 - 0816 EQUAL HOUSING LENDER

PR-GRL51254 Dec TL 2.3 Ad.indd   1 9/13/16   9:56 AM

HAVE A QUESTION? » Email our 
experts at rvclinic@trailerlife.com or write 
to RV Clinic, 2750 Park View Court, Suite 240, 
Oxnard, California 93036. Include your full 
name and hometown. Selected letters will be 
answered in the magazine, but time does not 
permit individual replies. No phone calls, please.

I tried to tow my trailer with my 
new truck, and I programmed the 
trailer brakes to the truck with the 
setting of electric/hydraulic brakes, 
and the trailer brakes do not work. 
But when I hook the new truck up to 
my fl atbed trailer, which has electric 
brakes, it works just fi ne. 

The Ram dealership told me I need 
to purchase an aftermarket brake con-
troller and disregard the factory control-
ler. Can you advise me on what to do?
Gary Lest, Beulah, Colorado

A This is a pretty common issue, 
Gary, and you probably won’t 

have to replace the truck’s integrated 
brake controller — and you probably 
don’t want to. The integrated brake 
controller is tied into the truck’s 
computer system. Using a digital 
signal, it can control trailer braking 
almost like the trailer is stopping 
with the truck, as the signal is based 
on the truck’s brake pressure.

I spoke to a technical-support 
specialist at Kodiak Trailer Disc Brake 
Solutions, and he confi rmed that there 
may be a conversion kit available for 
your brake system to make it work with 
the new controller. HydraStar calls it a 
cam kit, but the key is to call the pump 
manufacturer, which is likely Dexter 
Axle Company or Cargo Towing Solu-
tions, to fi nd the proper conversion kit 
and make sure you have all the brake-
system information handy.

If one isn’t available, the Kodiak 
tech rep said you do have the option 
of using a good aftermarket brake con-
troller, like the Tekonsha P3, but you’d 
probably be better off replacing the 
pump with a new, compatible unit, as 
you’ll get the benefi t of the truck’s inte-
grated braking system and won’t have 
to mess with wiring and drilling holes 
in your new truck. — C.D. q
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RV Marketplace For advertising information contact Terry Thompson:
Phone 206-310-6234    Fax 270-495-6278    Email terry.thompson@goodsam.com 
Mail Attn: Trailer Life Marketplace, 3431 S.257th Street, Kent, WA 98032
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Classifi eds TRAILERS, ACCESSORIES, REAL ESTATE AND MORE!
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#1 RATED RV RESORTS - S. Texas 
Bentsen Palm Village & Retama Village 
Rentals available for Pull-throughs, 
Back ins, Super sites, and Casitas 
956-585-5568 www.bentsenpalm.com  

JUPITER/TEQUESTA MUST SEE IN SO. FLORIDA 
3br/2.5 ba - 5,800SF - 3220AC (2) 2-car garages 
Full RV Hookup 50A       20x30 Storm/Bonus Rm. 
All Impact Windows     3 miles to beach!!! 

RV Resort Home w/RV Lot - Orlando, FL 
Complete Remodel, Full Hookups, Carports, 
3 Sheds. Too many extras to list. Deeded Lots. 
$155,000 Invested-Sell $133,900. Call Rich  
for Info & Pics 407-257-8558  

MAIL FORWARDING

AMERICAS MAILBOX Forwarding in SD/Low Rates 
NO Wheel Tax/NO Sales/Income Tax/Save $$$ 
NO Safety Insp/4-Season Campground & Hotel 
We Scan Your Mail/Insurance/Ext Warranties 
www.AmericasMailbox.com/TL Call Us First!!  

OUR MAIL TRAVEL SERVICE • 800-723-0110 
Merritt Island, FL No State Income Tax  
NO ADDRESS-USE OURS FOR LOW VEHICLE REG 
25 Yrs Exp • FREE BROCHURE • mailtravelservice.com  

RECREATIONAL VEHICLES FOR SALE

BUY OR SELL RVS ONLINE! RVT.com ®
Reach Millions of RV Buyers with a FREE AD. 
80,000+ RVs for Sale - By Owner and Dealer Listings. 
www.RVT.com or 1-877-705-0025   

ACCESSORIES

LEAKY ROOF? Liquid Roof® goes on like paint -- 
cures to a sealed EPDM rubber membrane. UV & 
Ozone resistant -- good to 300˚ F. 5-year warranty. 
800-467-7135 www.AdvancedRubberCoatings.com         

CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIPS FOR SALE

CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OUTLET-SINCE 1991 
To buy 800-272-0401 
To sell 800-952-0401 
Any Membership-Nationwide. Best prices ever.     

HELP WANTED

SEEKING HIGHLY MOTIVATED COUPLES looking 
for an opportunity in advertising sales while 
traveling in your RV. Good Sam needs highly 
qualifi ed, self-motivated couples with proven 
sales experience in closing deals & selling 
intangible products. Couples will represent 
Good Sam RV Travel & Savings Guide & our 
digital assets as self-employed, independent 
contractors working on a commission based  
income. Meet face-to-face with customers 
selling print & digital advertising while gathering 
accurate data & applying Good Sam’s criteria in 
evaluating RV parks & campgrounds & be in an 
assigned territory from early Spring-Fall. Must 
be: Digital & tech savvy, profi cient in Excel & Word, 
detail oriented, organized & have impeccable customer 
service skills. Email: MaryEllen.Foster@goodsam.com 
with your name, address, phone & include in the 
subject line: AC Desk MAG

Demonstrate & sell healthy cooking systems 
at RV Shows & Expos. High Commissions. 
Write off travel expenses. $800 - $1,500 
a weekend. www.CookingShowHost.com 

Earn While You Travel. Up to 65% Commission. 
Complimentary RV Site While Working. Need 
self-motivated people with computer 
& sales experience. Adventure Awaits!!! 
800-832-3292 • SoutheastPublications.com    

HOMES FOR SALE

TOP RATED RESORT - S. Texas 
Retama Village -  Supersites $50s.  
RV Casitas $120s RV Port Homes $170s.  
956-380-6500 www.bentsenpalm.com  

RV REGISTRY 
www.rvregistry.com 
Motorhomes, Trailers & Fifth Wheels 
For Sale by Owners 
No Sales Commissions 
Buyers/Sellers   800-546-8457 

RV SHOWS 

HOUSTON RV SHOW 
Feb. 15-19, 2017 -- NRG Center 
361.790.5300 
houstonrvshow.com      

SERVICES

$700 for a 1 day MT LLC and permanent 
trailer registration. Includes DMV fees. 
www.49dollarmontanaregisteredagent.com 
Call for more info 406-552-0004.

Let us help you BUY YOUR RV ... TAX FREE! 
We guarantee BEST service and price 
Receive $100 Gas Card & FREE Mail Fwding 
Call    888.430.3388    www.MontanaRV.net          

ACTION SERVICES, LLC 
Consult a Licensed Montana Attorney 
No Sales Tax in MT -- Low License Fees 
Financing & Insurance -- For Professional Service 
Call 800-481-0013  www.actionservices-mt.com   

#1 IN SALES TAX SAVINGS 
PAY NO SALES TAX! We have helped 1000’s save  
over the past 20 yrs. Call & talk to a CPA for  
professional, friendly service! www.rvtax.com 
Mountain States Consulting   800-565-4504         

TOURS

Guided RV Tours & Rallies 
Lower 48•Alaska•Canada•Mexico•Overseas 
Free RV Vacation Catalog 844-872-7897 or  
www.adventurecaravans.com              
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For advertising information contact Katey Purgatorio:
Phone 847-229-6756    Fax 270-495-6278    Email Katey.Purgatorio@goodsam.com 
Mail Attn: Trailer Life Classified Department, 3431 S. 257th Street, Kent, WA 98032

 RV CARAVANS and RALLIES 
Pre-Planned, Safe and Organized RV Tours 
and Rallies for those who enjoy the journey. 
FREE RV Travel Guide - Call 800-952-8496

TOW VEHICLES FOR SALE

2013 GMC 3500HD Duramax Denali 15K mi. 
Mint Cond. Every Option Ext Warr 5/100,000 
Added $6K more option Bed Liner Tonneau 
5th Wheel Hitch not mtd Front Hitch 
Contact Kerry 860-460-1335 or k.pulaski@att.net

TRAVEL TRAILERS & FIFTH-WHEELS

 
NEW 2017 Heartland Landmark 
Bath and 1/2. Loaded Ave of 30% off MSRP. Guar Best 
Price! 877-643-7532 New units-Loaded. Cust order 
avail no chg. View New/Used Units www.rvsforless.net 
#1 USA Dealer 2012 - 2014    
    

NEW 2017 DRV ELITE SUITES 38RSSA: Loaded 
MSRP: $176,841 Avg of 30% off MSRP 
Guar Best Price! More info at 877-643-7532. View 
Full Line of New/Used Units. www.rvsforless.net 
#1 USA Dealer 2011 - 2015
                          

NATION’S LOW PRICED 5th WHEEL EXPERTS 
Huge inventory of new/used high end 5ths 
DRV Mobile Suites, Lifestyle, Trilogy, HitchHiker 
View units at www.kansasrvcenter.com 
800-835-0676 or sales@nuwa.com for info           

Private Parties: 
$32 per line, four-line minimum. 
Add $65 for color photo. All red 
text add $25.

Commercial: 
$74 per line, four-line minimum, 40 
characters per line. For photo ads 
(limited to RVs and real estate), add 
$95 B/W or $115 color. For logo 
add $95 B/W, $115 color. No cat-
egory limitations for logos. All red 
text add $50. 

Display Advertising: 
1” ad B/W $395. 2” ad B/W $675. Ad 
$75 for color. Frequency discounts 
apply. 

Payment: 
Check, VISA, MasterCard, 
Discover, American Express.

Email: katey.purgatorio@goodsam.com 
Phone: (847) 229-6756
Fax: (270) 495-6278
Mail: Trailer Life
 Attn: Classified Dept.  
 3431 S. 257th Street 
 Kent, WA 98032
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Filing Date): 50. e. Total Free or Nominal Rate Distribution (Aver-
age No. Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months): 94,501; 
(No. Copies of Single Issue Published Nearest to Filing Date): 
21,434. f. Total Distribution (Average No. Copies Each Issue Dur-
ing Preceding 12 Months): 266,089; (No. Copies of Single Issue 
Published Nearest to Filing Date): 224,474. g. Copies Not Distrib-
uted (Average No. Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months): 
11,905; (No. Copies of Single Issue Published Nearest to Filing 
Date): 11,130. h. Total (Average No. Copies Each Issue During 
Preceding 12 Months): 277,994; (No. Copies of Single Issue Pub-
lished Nearest to Filing Date): 235,604. i. Percent Paid (Average 
No. Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months): 64.5%; (No. 
Copies of Single Issue Published Nearest to Filing Date): 90.5%; 
(16) Electronic Copy Circulation: a. Paid Electronic Copies (Average 
No. Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months): 2,449; (No. 
Copies of Single Issue Published Nearest to Filing Date): 2,447; b. 
Total Paid Print Copies Plus Paid Electronic Copies (Average No. 
Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months): 174,037; (No. 
Copies of Single Issue Published Nearest to Filing Date): 205,487; 
c. Total Print Distribution Plus Paid Electronic Copies (Average No. 
Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months): 268,538; (No. 
Copies of Single Issue Published Nearest to Filing Date): 226,921; 
d. Percent Paid (Both Print and Electronic Copies): (Average No. 
Copies Each Issue During Preceding 12 Months): 64.8%; (No. Cop-
ies of Single Issue Published Nearest to Filing Date): 90.6%; 17. 
Publication of Statement of Ownership: Publication required. Will 
be printed in the December 2016 issue of this publication. 18. Sig-
nature and Title of Editor, Publisher, Business Manager or Owner:

BOB LIVINGSTON, PUBLISHER
October 1, 2016
I certify that all information furnished on this form is true and 
complete. I understand that anyone who furnishes false or mislead-
ing information on this form or who omits material or information 
requested on the form may be subject to criminal sanctions (in-
cluding fines and imprisonment) and/or civil sanctions (including 
multiple damage and civil penalties).
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AMERICA’S 
OUTBACK article and photos by Bill Graves

LIFE  December 2016  

Columnist Bill Graves got 
friendly with a lemur last year 
at the Alabama Gulf Coast Zoo 
in Gulf Shores, Alabama. 
At the zoo, visitors can have 
one-on-one encounters 
with baby tigers, lemurs, 
kangaroos and reptiles. 

article and photos by Bill Graves

A Fond Farewell 
Longtime contributor Bill Graves has written 
this column for more than 20 years. The 
magazine and Bill’s devoted readers bid him 
adieu, as he follows new roads to adventure

(Above) In the summer 
of 2009, Bill met Santa at 
the Holiday World theme 
park in Santa Claus, 
Indiana. The jolly old elf 
wore a vest fi lled with ice 
water to keep cool in the 
90-degree heat. (Right) 
Rusty, a mixed lab, was 
Bill’s constant companion 
for 13 years of RV travels. 
Her viewpoint, as Bill 
understood it, was often 
expressed in America’s 
Outback.

In the early 1990s, I pitched an idea to my friends at Trailer 
Life to run a monthly column written by an RVer who was 

traveling the back roads, namely me. This was because 
that was what I was doing. It was a tough sell. Trailer Life’s 
travel stories were focused on a destination, and back roads 
did not fi t that defi nition.

I tried airy phrases like “selling the mystique of travel,” 
and “exploring America’s back roads.” Still, nothing clicked. 
So I headed out and wrote fi ve stories, took a lot of color 
slides (digital cameras were a novelty at the time), and sent 
them in to the editors. This was my best shot — better to 
show them a story than try to explain it.

Six months passed. Nothing. Then came a note from the 
editorial director that they were redesigning the magazine 
and thought it would be refreshing to have stories from “off 
the beaten track.” Important lesson here: If your proposal 
becomes the boss’ initiative, you’ve won.

That is how America’s Outback was born. If you have 
been traveling vicariously with me for some of those 20-plus 
years, perhaps you’ve sensed how much fun I have had 
writing this column. To be able to travel, and have someone 
want to read what I have to say about it, has been among 
the most rewarding experiences of my life. These have been 
wonderful years, and I am not exaggerating when I say the 
thoughtful 
mail from 
you, the 
readers, has 
kept me going.

Trailer Life
is wrapping up 
its 75-year an-
niversary, and I 

am proud to have been included in a good part of it. I am 84 
now, and though it’s hard to say good-bye, I’ve decided it’s 
time that I retired from this column. I would like to share 
some words from my debut column in the July 1993 issue 
about the simple joy that comes from the freedom and in-
dependence of traveling in a recreational vehicle: 

“What follows in the months to come in this column 
are what I discovered and who I met roaming the two-lane 
roads of this country — mostly in the West. You will meet a 
train conductor in Campo, a cowboy near Current, a cook 
in Coalinga, an archaeologist in Caliente, a hooker in Ely, 
a hairdresser in Ajo, a country-western singer in Taft and 
many, many more.

“These stories are not profi les of rural towns or a 
rehash of their history, but ‘what once was’ pervades them 
all. And my intent is not to gore someone’s ox, but some 
may be. Nor do I intend to send you scurrying across the 
blacktop to see for yourself, but you may.

“They are not reports, but rather perceptions. Perhaps 
they are what you would hear near a fi eld of wildfl owers 
in the shade of Emmy’s motorhome awning.” Emmy, a 
full-time RVer, was the subject of that fi rst column.

Thank you to my great friends at Trailer Life for their 
professionalism and friendship, but mostly for their faith 
in me from day one. It has been a great trip! And thanks 
especially to you, the readers, for joining me for the ride.

Merry Christmas to you all. I’m looking forward to seeing 
what’s around the next bend in America’s Outback. q
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Venom could be 
the nicest toy 
hauler you’ve ever 
encountered; some 
would say it’s a 
luxury fifth wheel 
with an added bonus 
… a garage!

QUALITY  .  RELIABILITY  .  INNOVATION
kz-rv.com

Luxury 
Fifth Wheel 
Toy Haulers
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Finally, a toy hauler  
     that’s all grown up!

Venom is the lightest high-profile, wide body luxury toy hauler in the industry.  

No other toy hauler offers the level of quality, comfort, innovative design, unique features and luxury.
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Because Quality Never Goes Out of Style
5 1  Y E A R S  A N D  C O U N T I N G …

MODEL 2155 SHOWN IN ROADSTER

MODEL 1995  SHOWN IN PASSAGE

Introducing the all new 2017 Lance 

Ultra-Light Travel Trailer line up! With 

over 50+ standard and optional feature 

enhancements including three all new 

designer interior decors to the all new 

radius roof, a new contoured molded 

LP cover with available “tri-five” tank 

configuration, available 2 5/8" chassis lift 

kit and dual locking battery compartments, 

we have taken both form and function 

to an all new level!   

VISIT LANCECAMPER.COM FOR ALL THE 

DETAILS, A VIRTUAL PLANT TOUR AND TO 

LOCATE THE LANCE DEALER NEAREST YOU.
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